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Welcome to the April edition of etcetera magazine.
As we feel the warmer days of spring, we experience a continuing sense
of gratitude to be living in this peaceful part of the French countryside.
The old cliché that “there’s always someone worse off than you”
resonates profoundly in these times.
Wishing you all a wonderful Easter.
Continue to stay safe and well.

Gayle and Sam

Useful numbers
15
17
18

SAMU (Medical)
Gendarmes (Police)
Pompiers (Fire and also trained in
medical emergency)
114 Text-message emergency number for
deaf/hard of hearing
119 Child abuse
115 Homeless
113 Drugs and alcohol
112 European emergency not always English
1616 Emergency- Sea & Lake
3131 Last incoming call, key ‘5’ to connect
Orange
English speaking helpline
0033 (0)9 69 36 39 00
Website in English: www.orange.com/en/home
Technical assistance for landlines (French):
3900 (+33 9 69 39 39 00 from abroad)
SFR 1023 or 00336 1000 1023 (Not English)
EDF
8am to 8pm, Monday to Saturday.
+33 (0)9 69 36 63 83 EDF Helpline in English
0033 562164908 (From UK)
05 62 16 49 32 Fax
E-mail: simpleenergywithedf@edf.fr
CPAM - 09 74 75 36 46
Veolia Water Emergency No: 24h/24 et 7j/7
05 61 80 09 02 (press 1 for urgent problems or
2 for a technician)
S.E.P Du Confolens (Water)
05 87 23 10 08 Emergency 24/7
Aéroport Int’l Limoges 05 55 43 30 30
SNCF (train times, buying tickets etc) 36 35
Alcoholics Anonymous
For contact details of meetings in your area
including those conducted in English, visit
www.aafrance.net

Please download the pdf from this link now:
www.paysruffecois.fr/sante/guide.pdf

HOSPITALS
05 55 05 55 55
Limoges (CHU)
05 55 43 50 00
St Junien
05 55 47 20 20
Bellac
05 49 44 44 44
Poitiers
05 45 24 40 40
Angoulême
05 49 32 79 79
Niort
05 45 84 40 00
Confolens
Counselling In France Counsellors,
psychotherapists, NLP, CBT etc offering therapy
in English to expatriates all over France on
www.counsellinginfrance.com
SSAFA France 05 53 24 92 38
email france@ssafa.org.uk
French Health Insurance Advice line.
CPAM English speaking Advice line:
09 74 75 36 46 (from France)
0033 974 75 36 46 (from other countries).
The line is open from Monday to Friday, from
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
NHS website : www.nhs.uk/using-thenhs/healthcare-abroad
www.ameli.fr
No Panic France Helpline:
No Panic UK helpline:
0044 1 952 590 545 11h - 23h (French time) 7/7
www.nopanic.org.uk /nopanicfrance@orange.fr
English-speaking Crisis Line
SOS- HELP 01 46 21 46 46 3pm-11pm 7/7
British Consulate in Paris 01 44 51 31 00
British Consulate in Bordeaux 05 57 22 21 10
www.ukinfrance.fco.gov.uk/en/
Credit Agricole English Speaking Helpline
Charente (residents only) 05 45 20 49 60
Anglofile - Radio for British in Charente www.rcf.fr Tues 20h (repeated Sun 11h30).
leme 96.8, Chalais 96.9, Confolens 95.4, Ruffec
95.4, Char. Limousine 104.1, Cognac 89.9

Print 2 copies - one for your home and one
for your car - it could save a life.
NO international code needed from UK mobiles
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tradition

Poisson
d’avril
AS I’M SURE YOU ALREADY KNOW, POISSON D’AVRIL (ALSO KNOWN AS
“LE PREMIER AVRIL”, IS THE FRENCH EQUIVALENT OF APRIL FOOL.

O

ften in France the prank is simply to
attach a paper fish to someone’s
clothing without their knowledge, and
then enjoy their chagrin when someone
points this out, while of course shouting
“poisson d’avril!”. So, how did it all start?

or laying down a tempting lure such as a
bank-note, which could be twitched away
by the pranksters pulling a hidden string
as the passer-by tried to retrieve the note,
to general hilarity.

It was important that the pranks were
relatively harmless, short-term and not
It has been suggested that the origin of
degrading. Also excluded should be any
this particular custom is that fish in April,
trick for the personal gain of the trickster.
having hunger and reproduction very
firmly on their minds, are easier to
Great hoaxes of recent years
“catch”! However, the custom is very
Pretty innocent stuff generally. In fact,
widespread, and also seems to have been
it was only the advent of mass-media
around for some time. A glib explanation
that encouraged large-scale and
was put forward that tied the custom to
elaborate hoaxes.
the French acceptance of the Gregorian
Calendar, which happened in 1582. It has
In 1957, the BBC’s Panorama program,
been suggested that people who
under the austere hand of Richard
deliberately or
Dimbleby, initiated the
forgetfully continued to
It was important that the celebrated “Spaghetti
celebrate the Old New
harvest” prank on the
pranks were relatively
Year at the end of March
evening of April 1st. Under
harmless,
short-term
and
were made the “April
a solemnly-delivered
not degrading
fools”, but there are
commentary, they showed
literary references that
what purported to be
date from before 1582 which suggest that
Italian peasants gathering long strands of
April 1st was already well-accepted as a
spaghetti from tree-branches. So many
day for playing pranks.
people tried to order spaghetti trees in the
next few hours that the BBC had to
Others link the custom to the cuckoo,
acknowledge the hoax on the news the
known as a “Gowk” in Scotland and
next day.
treated as a symbol of stupidity. The
cuckoo arrives in April, and therefore
April 1st was “Gowk’s Day”. Again, this
does not explain the widespread
acceptance of the custom.
In fact, nobody knows the origin of “April
Fool”, but it has been more or less
celebrated for several centuries. The
pranks were usually low-key, such as
sending a new apprentice to the workshop
stores to fetch a tin of striped paint, or a
left-handed wrench. In the street,
pranksters hoped to catch passers-by by
hiding a brick in a hat lying on the
pavement, hoping someone would kick it,
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This was followed by the “San Serriffe”
prank which is still well-remembered in
journalistic circles, when on 1st April 1977
the Guardian printed a long, factualsounding travel piece about the small
archipelago of San Serriffe. The history
and politics of the islands were described
in a seven-page article, and the islands
themselves were mapped in the form of a
semi-colon shaped pair. All the towns and
features were named in reference to typefaces and printing terms, as for example:
▪ Island Name: San Serif typeface
(without serifs)

By Mik

e Geo
r ge

Mike George is
our regular
contributor on
wildlife and the
countryside in
France. He is a
geologist and
naturalist, living
in the Jurassic
area of the
Charente

▪ Island Shape: Semi-colon, Upper Caisse
& Lower Caisse
▪ Pie Island: When you drop letterpress
type on the ground
▪ Port Elrod: A hot-metal
strip-casting machine
▪ Typefaces: Port Clarendon,
Bodoni, Erbar, Perpetua, Umbra,
Garamondo, Gill Sands, Gill Cameo,
Monte Tempo, Montallegro
▪ Ova Mata: Type that does not fit in a
column (also called “over set”)
▪ Woj of Tipe: “Wodge of Type” A bulk
quantity of type
▪ Printing Terms: Villa Pica, Pearl Island,
Cap Em, Thirty Point
▪ Flong: A curved papier-mâché matrix
which helped create stereotype plates
for rotary press printing
The paper was very surprised to receive a
host of requests for more information by
readers who genuinely wanted to go there.
In fact, the hoax was almost too good, and
it took quite a long time before people who
should have known better realized the
truth. Of course, no such place exists, but
the hoax has spawned a range of very
erudite fiction. The Guardian itself has
run two follow-up articles about the
political development of San Serriffe,
although it is generally agreed that they do
not come up the standard of the original.
There is, of course, a die-hard group of
San Serriffe supporters. Wiki Travel even

tradition
The BBC was inundated by
hundreds of calls from viewers
wanting to know how to grow
their own spaghetti trees. It is
believed that the BBC told them
to: "Place a sprig of spaghetti in
a tin of tomato sauce and hope
for the best.”

designed a National Flag (a red asterisk on a yellow and white
background) and have written at least one further article about
the islands.
Even Radio 3, paragon of intellectualism, broadcast on April 1st
1974 a 30-minute program called “The Graphophonists”,
presented by Benny Green and Marghanita Lasky, during which
they played some “rare early cylinder recordings” that had been
“discovered”. The prize recording was of Queen Victoria, with a
slight German accent, discussing unmarried mothers. Of course,
these “treasures” had been recorded by actors and skilfully aged.
The result was very funny but fooled quite a lot of people.
For 50 years, the Post Office offered one choice of telephone to its
customers. It was an uncompromising lump of black Bakelite
plastic, and announced an incoming call with the strident
clangour of a largish bell. It sat well in early 20th century décor,
but as the century wore on, it became less easy to fit it in with

Uttering strange oaths, the householder
would screw up his newspaper, spring from his
recliner and dash indoors

Adverts from well-known companies added to the plausibility of the hoax

changing tastes. Then in the 1970s, British Telecom (as it had
become) introduced the “Trimphone”. This was much more
compact, of a very contemporary design and sat well with G-plan
and Laura Ashley. Also, it announced a caller with a penetrating
but modest warble.
For a while, all went well. Then it began. 1977 was the hottest
summer Britain has ever recorded. People spent the time
sweltering in their gardens, in the shade, with copious cold drinks
to hand. It was too hot to mow or even to party, so all was quiet.
Then would come the warble of the Trimphone. Uttering strange
oaths, the householder would screw up his newspaper, spring
from his recliner and dash indoors. As often as not, no-one was
calling! Out he would stumble, re-settle himself, and a few
minutes later, “Brrr-Brrr”, and in he would rush again.
It was, of course, the starlings. They had learned to mimic the
sound of the Trimphone signal, and were sitting on the roof or in
a tree nearby and practising. Of course, they didn’t know what
they were mimicking, but don’t tell me that they didn’t put two
and two together, realise it was a signal that the householder felt
he had to respond to, and therefore kept repeating the sound for
the sheer fun of it!
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Colourful
Easter
Eggs
the cheap and
easy way….

EASTER IS APPROACHING SO IT’S THE PERFECT TIME OF YEAR TO MAKE
THESE GORGEOUS DYED EGGS, SIMPLY CREATED WITH INGREDIENTS
FOUND IN THE KITCHEN CUPBOARD

M

Tips for dyeing eggs with
food colouring

This egg dying method works equally well
on broken pieces of shell, blown eggs and
hard-boiled eggs. You can also use it to
colour both white and brown shelled eggs.

Food colouring has a habit of staining
everything it comes in contact with. I used
glass bowls to mix up my egg dye and
protected my surfaces well. I also used
disposable gloves to avoid staining
my hands.

ost homes will have everything you
need in the kitchen, and if you don’t,
they are readily available at your local
food store.

Materials
−
−
−
−

Food colouring (any type)
Vinegar (any kind and optional – see
tips below)
Warm water
Egg Shells.

I used gel food colouring and apple cider
vinegar, which I have in my cupboard,
plus a mix of white and brown shell pieces.
This craft is a food-safe craft due to the
materials used, so it is also perfect for
dyeing hard-boiled eggs. And if you want
whole empty eggshells, there is a guide
showing you how to blow an egg on
my website.

10 etcetera

The vinegar reacts with the eggshell,
which in turn makes it easier for the
colour to adhere. If you don’t use vinegar,
the colours you achieve will be paler.
This is the method we used on this project.
Steps
1. Mix two teaspoons of vinegar per litre
of hand-hot water and use to fill your
bowls. Add a dollop of food colouring
gel (or 10-15 drops of liquid
colouring) and stir to mix.
2. Submerge your eggs in the solution
and leave to sit for a few minutes. The
longer you leave your eggshells in the
dye bath, the more colour they will

By Sar
ah

Whitin

g

Sarah is the author of
craftinvaders.co.uk
where she blogs
about her original
craft tutorials,
recipes, foraging,
and developing wellbeing through being
creative, spending
time outdoors
and connecting
with nature

take up. You might want to
experiment here a bit, set different
timers and work out the strength you
want. So if you are hoping for very
pale dyed eggs, check after just a
couple of minutes.
3. Remove the coloured eggs from the
dye and set them on some kitchen
towel to dry. Now sit back
and admire your beautiful eggs!

craft
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Leek and potato Soup

TRADITIONAL
EASTER FOOD
THIS MONTH I’M SHARING WITH YOU SOME TRADITIONAL DISHES
FROM MY EASTERN EUROPEAN HERITAGE

A

s I write this column, there is an
unspeakable humanitarian tragedy
unfolding in Ukraine, with which I have a
deeply personal association.

his comrades through Iran and Iraq, Egypt,
Palestine and Italy where he saw active
service at the famous battle of Monte
Cassino as a member of the 2nd Polish
Corp under General Władisław Anders. He
was never to see his parents or his
homeland ever again. In 1948, Jan met my
mother at a dance at the NAAFI club in
Devises, Wiltshire; they married on June
24th 1950. Jan died in December 1989, just
after the fall of the
Berlin wall.

My grandmother, Joanna Rysniuk was
Ukrainian and my grandfather, Ludwig
Jabłonski was Polish. They lived in what
was then the South East of Poland near the
Carpathian mountains and is now the
South West of Ukraine
after the partition of
these lands after the 2nd Easter Saturday would be a
Although my father tragically
World War.
day of anticipation and never got back home, Lee
My dear Polish father,
preparation
and I finally embarked on a
Jan Jabłonski, the
journey to discover my
second of their four sons, arrived in
Polish/Ukrainian roots 5 years ago in 2017.
England in 1947 following an incredible
We flew via Kyiv to Ivano-Frankivsk and
wartime journey from his home village
close by, in a small rural village called
near the former town of Stanislavov (now
Lysets (formerly Łysiec), we found not only
Ivano Frankivsk in Ukraine), which started
the graves of my grandparents, Joanna and
in September 1939. At the age of 25, he and
Ludwig, but also Dad's family home with
many other young men of his generation
his cousin still living there! What a voyage
were taken captive and held prisoner by
of discovery and for me a life-changing
Stalin's Russian army in a Gulag in Siberia.
experience. As a result of our visit, we are
Tragically, only 1 in 10 captives survived
now in touch with my Ukrainian/Polish
this cruel experience of hard labour and
cousins and have connected them to
virtual starvation. Following his release
relatives across the world in Canada,
after 2 years, his odyssey continued with
Australia, Poland, England and France.
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Belinda, the
‘Accidental
Chatelaine’ loves
to cook at any
opportunity
and is delighted to
be able to share
that love with you
By Beli
n

da Prin
ce

www.
chateaumareuil.com

Just in the past few days of writing this, we
have heard on the news that strikes have
been made on Ivano-Frankivsk, the very
city where Lee and I stayed when we
visited Ukraine and where my family live.
My father’s home had changed very little
during the 80 years or so since he last saw
it, and even the old range cooker was the
same one that his mother would have
cooked on to feed her hungry family of 4
young sons. I remember well how Dad
would talk about the delicious things
Joanna would prepare for them and the
wider family, and that Easter, (Wielkanoc)
was a particularly important time in the
culinary calendar. Following the sober
reflection and simple food that would be
eaten on Good Friday, Easter Saturday
would be a day of anticipation and
preparation for the great Easter Sunday
feast. Once all the family had gathered
after church on Sunday, a plate of
quartered hard-boiled eggs would be
passed around and the feasting would
begin. This would consist of cold meats,
vegetables and salads, sweet decorated
pastries, cheesecake (Sernik) and the
famous Easter cake, Babka.

food

Beetroot Salad

Ćwikła

Ingredients (Serves 4-6)
4-5 ready-cooked beetroots
1 tbsp sugar
2-3 tbsp horseradish sauce or
4-5 tbsp freshly grated horseradish
1 lemon, juiced
1 small glass red wine
½ tsp salt

Cucumber Salad

Mizeria

Method
1. Peel the beetroots if necessary and shred finely.
2. Put the beetroot in a large jar with the sugar, horseradish,
lemon juice, red wine, and salt.
3. Cover tightly and store in a cool place for up to 4 months.

According to an old legend, this salad was the favourite dish of
Queen Bona Sforza, an Italian princess who married the Polish
king Sigismund the 1st in the 16th century. Homesick for her
native Italy, the dish made her cry, hence its Polish name,
derived from the Latin for “misery”.
Ingredients (Serves 4-6)

Polish Egg Salad

Polska sałatka jajeczna

Ingredients (Serves 4)
250g cream cheese, softened
1 tbsp butter, softened
4 hard boiled eggs
1 small onion, finely chopped
Salt & freshly ground black pepper, to taste
1 tbsp chopped fresh parsley
Method
1. Combine cream cheese and butter in a bowl and mash with a
fork, add more softened butter if the mixture is too thick.
2. Mix in the eggs and
onion, season and
sprinkle with the parsley
to serve.

2 medium cucumbers
½ tsp salt
120ml crème fraîche (or sour cream)
½ lemon, juiced
½ tsp sugar
¼ tsp freshly ground black pepper
1 tbsp chopped fresh dill, red onion or chives

Polish Salads –
to
be served with
cold meats, bre
ad
and paté

Method
1. Peel the cucumbers, slice thinly and place in a sieve. Sprinkle
over the salt, leave for a few minutes, then rinse to remove
the salt and pat dry with kitchen paper.
2. To make the dressing, mix together the crème fraiche or sour
cream, lemon juice, sugar and black pepper.
3. Fold in the cucumber, then place in the fridge and chill for at
least an hour. Sprinkle with the chopped dill, red onion
or chives

etcetera 13
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Brasserie La Licorne
New - Bar & Restaurant
se

rn

Br

as

e

Magnac Laval

o
rie L a Lic

Opening Sunday 10th April

Join us for a free welcome drink and light buffet
At our opening on Sunday 10th April, from 2.00pm onwards. Everyone welcome.

Tuesday - Friday Menu du jour
www.facebook.com/
Brasserie-La-Licorne-102337342434342

05 55 60 20 86
4, rue Jules Courivaud 87190 Magnac Laval
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Thursday, Friday, Saturday Evenings

Our famous Fish et Frites
EAT IN or TAKEAWAY
(and yes, our loyalty cards are back…)

food
Siret: 840796015 00013

Château Mareuil History, Beauty, Tradition…
Come and visit our medieval château
Luxury Holidays with Private Pool - Chambres
d’Hôtes - Parties, Celebrations & Weddings
Wine Tasting & Private Dining

CHÂTEAU GALLERY & BROCANTE
Now open for private viewings Call 05 49 48 02 93

Belinda and Lee Prince
www.chateaumareuil.com
Château Mareuil, Mareuil, 86290 Brigueil-le-Chantre

REOPENING Thursday 3rd March
Lunch 12pm-2pm
Evening 6pm-9pm
(last order 8.45pm)

Le Renard Roux

Plat du jour 13.50€

36310 Beaulieu

Lunch & Dinner - Music - Events
Full details on Facebook

etcetera magazine…

T. 07 87 14 96 29

Reservations
recommended

supporting local business since 2006
etcetera 15

food
Polish Apple Cake
Szarlotka
Ingredients
For the filling
½ lemon
6 cooking apples
4 tbsp brown sugar
1 tbsp ground cinnamon
For the dough
450g plain flour, plus extra for dusting
1 tsp baking powder
200g unsalted butter, cut into pieces, plus
extra for dusting
225g caster sugar
3 egg yolks (room temperature)
1 whole egg (room temperature)
1 tbsp natural yoghurt
1 tbsp lemon zest (from the 1/2
lemon above)
1 tsp vanilla extract
To serve
Icing sugar for dusting, cream or
crème fraîche.
Heat oven to 180C/160C fan. Grease, line a
20 x 29cm baking tray baking parchment.
Method
1. For the filling, zest the lemon half and
leave aside for the dough. Peel, core and
thinly slice the apples, then squeeze
over the juice of the lemon to stop the
fruit turning brown. Put the apples in a
large pan and add the sugar, 200ml
water, and cinnamon. Cook for 5 mins,
then remove from the heat and leave to
cool in the liquid (you’ll need this later).
2. To make the dough, put the flour and
baking powder in a food processor or
into a large bowl and pulse or stir to
combine. Add the butter and mix again
until the mixture is sandy. Add the
sugar, egg yolks and egg, yoghurt, lemon
zest and vanilla extract, and mix into a
dough. Tip it out onto a floured surface.
Bring it together with your hands and
roll it into a ball.
3. Split the dough in half, wrap one half in
cling film and freeze for 1 hr. Roll out
the other dough half so that it’s big
enough to fill the bottom of the lined
tray. With the palm of your hand, push
the dough about halfway up the sides of
the tray until the whole base is covered.
Prick the dough with a fork and bake in
the oven for about 15 mins until it is
golden and lightly springy to the touch.
4. Spoon over the apple filling, with about
half the cooking liquid, then set aside.
5. Remove the dough from the freezer and
coarsely grate. Sprinkle the grated
dough over the apples and bake for 4045 mins until it is golden and the
topping has cooked through. Leave to
cool completely, dust with icing sugar,
then cut into squares.
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Polish Cheesecake
A lighter version of the traditional
cheesecake without a pastry or
sponge base.
Ingredients (Serves 6-8)
500g good quality cream cheese
100g butter, softened
½ tsp vanilla extract
6 eggs, separated
150g caster sugar
2 tsp grated lemon rind
1 tbsp cornflour (maïzena)
1 tbsp semolina (semoule)
50g raisins
Icing sugar to dust
Preheat the oven to 200ºC/180ºC fan.
Method
1. Grease and line a 20cm round
cake tin.

Sernik
2. Cream together the cheese, butter,
and vanilla in a large bowl until well
combined. In a separate large bowl,
whisk the egg whites with 1 tbsp
sugar until stiff peaks form. In a
third bowl, whisk the egg yolks with
all the remaining caster sugar until
the mixture is thick and creamy.
3. Add this to the cheese mixture, add
the lemon rind and stir to combine.
Now, gently fold in the egg whites,
then the cornflour, semolina, and
raisins, taking care not to knock the
air out of the mixture.
4. Transfer the mixture to the prepared
tin and bake for 1 hour or until set
and golden brown.
5. Leave to cool in the tin, dust with
icing sugar, and serve in slices.

opinion

Brian White lives in
south Indre with
his wife, too many
moles and not
enough guitars

If pushed I’d say sometime in the 1980s. I
liked it, it felt sophisticated and, well,
European.
Kissing as greeting is quintessentially
French although nobody seems clear on
the origins here of ‘faire la bise’. It’s been
suggested it was a revolutionary
instruction in 1789, three kisses signifying
‘Liberté, égalité, fraternité’. Others reckon
it took hold only after the social and
political turmoil of 1968, as a gesture of
reconciliation. Whatever the truth, this
most Gallic of traditions now confronts a
post-Covid world. Will it survive? I’m not
so sure. Today’s germophobic hyperawareness might force its demise. Or
perhaps the number of kisses might be
reduced, say to seven on each cheek.

- Greetings W

hen I was a small boy there were
three police houses on the opposite
side of our road. Families came and went
every couple of years as the father (it was
always the father) was transferred to a
new posting somewhere. Around the time
I was about eight, the Roberts family were
in situ and their son
Martin was my pal.

Firstly, arrivals from the Caribbean, West
Africa, and Asia brought exciting new
ideas, especially in cuisine with the radical
notion that food should actually be tasty.
The second catalyst came more by stealth.
American TV and cinema had always
enthralled us but from the 1960s onwards
it accelerated, saturating
everything and relentlessly
changing the way we
I liked it, it felt
dressed, behaved and,
sophisticated and,
especially, how we spoke
well, European
(which was, like, so gross?).

I remember the excited
disbelief among our
group of friends when
Martin revealed his
whole family were going
on holiday to Spain. Nobody we knew had
ever been anywhere – plus, they were
going to fly! Soon afterwards, we waved
them off as they left for this exotic land
called ‘Abroad’. None of us could have
pointed to Spain on a map to save our
lives, probably not even Manchester,
where the airport was. But, man, after that
Martin was officially ‘exotic’.
The Roberts family were among the
thousands taking advantage of the
explosion in all-inclusive ‘package’
holidays which gave many British people
their first trip to the sun. Horizons were,
in every sense, expanding, and previously
suspicious ‘foreign’ ideas and customs
began to settle into British life, mostly via
three paths.

But in parallel with these
external influences came another, this one
homemade: British holidaymakers
returning from a beach or an Alp, eager to
recreate the ‘Continental’ aspects of their
trip. Pavement cafés, familiar across the
whole Mediterranean region, proliferated;
Italian restaurants rocketed in popularity;
Tapas bars sprang up. One intriguing side
effect of this was how it changed the way
we greet each other.
For years, when meeting friends in a pub
or as guests at home, we would all smile
and sit down to chat. But at some point,
we began shaking hands and doing the
kissing-the-cheek thing. I can’t pinpoint
when it began, since North Wales was
never the epicentre of cultural trends and
it was probably different where you were.

Personally, I enjoy seeing local people
greet each other in this traditional French
way, it’s authentic and a genuine cultural
marker. Being British, though, it can feel
vaguely artificial when I do it here in
France; I’m conscious of an acquired
habit, social affectation masquerading as
natural instinct.
On top of all that, I’m acutely aware that
women are routinely subject to a barrage
of unwanted attention from men. Being
tall, leaning in close to a lady’s face feels
intrusive, an incursion into her personal
space. Then there’s the whole, ‘What if my
beard scratches her?’ thing….
In contrast, I’m pretty confident the
handshake will return to usurp the
awkward fist-bump, since it’s a notch
down from the intimacy of the kiss. I’ve
written before about the mystical way in
which the shaking of a hand connects us
with previous shakees, (I’m forever
thrilled that I have shaken a hand which
once clasped that of Duke Ellington).
In any event, I’m certain French society
will recalibrate its greetings. The
mechanics of courtesy will evolve and
improvise some concoction of handshakes,
air kisses and sanitiser. The pandemic
drove us apart, two metres in shops and
into the desperate solitary confinement of
apartments everywhere. But the urge to
reconnect is strong and a more optimistic
summer looks a real possibility this time
round. In this respect if no other.
Whatever our new reality, we’ll surely
reorientate ourselves to accept and
embrace it. At least, you probably will.
Me? I’ll just shake hands and smile.
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Parlez
Français
French conversation, vocabulary & traditions

À l’agence immobilière et
visite d’une maison à vendre
Lucie a vendu son appartement et elle cherche maintenant une maison à
acheter. Elle se rend dans une agence immobilière et l’agent immobilier lui
propose plusieurs maisons qui correspondent à ses critères de recherche.

À l’agence immobilière :
L’agent immobilier : Bonjour. Comment
puis-je vous aider ?
Lucie : Bonjour, je cherche une maison
à acheter.
L’agent immobilier : Oui, dans
quel secteur ?
Lucie : Dans les environs de L’Isle
Jourdain, là où il y a toutes les
commodités, où je pourrais faire mes
petites courses à pied.
L’agent immobilier : Vous cherchez quel
type de maison ?
Lucie : J’aimerais une maison T3 avec un
petit jardin et un garage.
L’agent immobilier : Quel est votre
budget ?
Lucie : Je viens de vendre mon petit
appartement à Poitiers. J’ai un budget de
95 000 Euros.
L’agent immobilier : Bien, je vais regarder
ce que l’on a. Voilà, je peux vous proposer
une maison T3 sur L’Isle Jourdain, elle est
en plein centre bourg, donc très pratique
pour aller aux magasins tout proches. Elle
comporte, au rez-de-chaussée, une cuisine
séparée aménagée, une grande salle de
séjour et des toilettes séparées. Au
premier étage, vous avez deux chambres et
une salle de bain avec des WC. Il y a un
jardin de 300 m² et un grand garage de
40 m².
Lucie : Elle est à combien ?
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L’agent immobilier : Elle est au prix de 92
000 Euros.

terrasse côté Sud. Vous avez une vue sur
la forêt en bord de la rivière Vienne.

Lucie : Ah, c’est intéressant.

Lucie : C’est très pratique le barbecue et la
terrasse. La vue est magnifique !

L’agent immobilier : Voilà les photos. Je
peux vous montrer l’intérieur aussi grâce à
notre visite virtuelle en 3D.
Lucie : Ah, c’est une superbe idée !
Ah, la salle de séjour est
très lumineuse. Il y a une
cheminée, c’est sympa en
hiver.
L’agent immobilier : Êtesvous libre cet aprèsmidi ? Je vous la montre si
vous voulez.

L’agent immobilier : Vous n’aurez pas de
bruit ici. La rue est calme. Voici
l’intérieur. Il y a une petite entrée, la
cuisine est à gauche.
Lucie : Elle est spacieuse.

J’ai aussi deux autres
propriétés qui
correspondent à
vos critères

Lucie : Ah oui, je veux bien. C’est une
maison très agréable.
L’agent immobilier : Oui. J’ai aussi deux
autres propriétés qui correspondent à vos
critères. Je peux vous les montrer cet
après-midi aussi. Rendez-vous ici
à 15h00 ?
Lucie : Parfait ! Alors, à 15h00 !
La visite d’une maison à vendre :
L’agent immobilier : Voici la maison à
vendre.
Lucie : Ah, j’aime les volets bleus. C’est
joli.
L’agent immobilier : Nous allons
commencer par l’extérieur. Le garage est
ici. Le jardin est long et étroit. Il y a une
balançoire au fond et un barbecue sur la

L’agent immobilier : Oui, et
elle est aménagée et équipée
avec un four électrique, une
plaque de cuisson au gaz et
un lave-vaisselle.

Lucie : Très bien.
L’agent immobilier : À droite, vous avez la
salle de séjour, avec un coin salon avec la
cheminée et un coin repas. Les portesfenêtres ouvrent sur la terrasse.
Lucie : La pièce est très claire. C’est
pratique d’avoir un accès direct sur
la terrasse.
L’agent immobilier : Au fond du couloir,
sous l’escalier, il y des toilettes. Allons au
premier étage ! Il y a une chambre à droite
de 12 m² et une chambre à gauche de 15
m². Au milieu, vous avez la salle de bain
avec une baignoire, une douche, un lavabo
et des WC.
Lucie : La salle de bain est récente et
moderne. J’aime bien la décoration.
L’agent immobilier : Alors, qu’en
pensez-vous… ?
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vendre (verb)
to sell

proposer (verb)
to offer / to suggest

en centre bourg
in the heart of the village

un appartement
a flat

correspondre à (verb)
to correspond to / to match

proche
near, nearby

une maison
a house

une recherche
a search

le rez-de-chaussée
the ground floor

chercher (verb)
to look for

un secteur
an area

acheter (verb)
to buy

dans les environs de
in the region of

se rendre quelque part
to get somewhere

une commodité
a facility

une agence immobilière
an estate agency

faire les courses
to do the shopping (for groceries)

lumineux (m) /
lumineuse (f) (adj)
bright

un agent immobilier
an estate agent (person)

un T3
a flat or house with 3 main rooms

montrer (verb)
to show

une salle de séjour
a living room
le premier étage
the first floor

Broaden your horizons with CONTINENTAL HORIZONS!
Bon courage!

Isabelle
Mob. : 06 20 10 34 49 / Email : continentalhorizons@free.fr
Isabelle works for CONTINENTAL HORIZONS Language Centre in L’Isle Jourdain and teaches
French as a Foreign Language every day in their many classrooms. Do not hesitate to contact her
on 05 49 84 17 73.
www.continental-horizons.com
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un volet
a shutter

une plaque de cuisson
a hob

l’intérieur (m)
the inside

un lave-vaisselle
a dishwasher

l’extérieur (m)
the outside

une porte-fenêtre
a French door

étroit (adj)
narrow

clair (adj)
light

au fond de
at the end of

un escalier
a staircase

une vue
a view

au milieu
in the middle

le bruit
noise

une baignoire
a bathtub

une entrée
an entrance hall

une douche
a shower

spacieux (m) /
spacieuse (f)
spacious, roomy

un lavabo
a washbasin
Qu’en pensez-vous ?
What do you think of it?

un four
an oven

To support and guide you in all
administrative procedures : mails & letters,
job search & business set-up,
proofreading, translations, appointments…

FRENCH LESSONS
ONE-TO-ONE / GROUPS
At Dino’s in Champagnac la Rivière (87150)

PLUS

Emma Salaun-Cahill
French Masters in English Literature
French national, perfectly bilingual

05 16 16 12 63
emma.2710@laposte.net

or ONLINE CLASSES

Translations &
Administrative Assistance

Sandrine Durand Siret : 488 296 450 00015
05 55 78 16 21 / 06 83 07 66 98
r.sandrine.durand@orange.fr

FRENCH LESSONS
FOR FREE
(if eligible)

with experienced French teachers
Groups - Private tutoring - E-learning
Contact Alain
05 55 32 41 76 / 06 37 76 54 98
alain.rio@hvformations.org
Siret: 824417364 00018

http://hvformations.org
CHASSENEUIL-SUR-BONNIEURE

▪ Lessons and administration help in the comfort of
your home with a 50% tax reduction/credit
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪ Intense 2 week learning course
French Classes
Translation Services
▪ Regular events to discover French culture & people
Help with Your Paperwork
CLASSES FROM JUST 7€ PER HOUR
English & French Secondhand Books

www.doclingua.fr / Facebook
T : 06 08 06 01 80 /
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Face
-toFace

Or
Online!

New Office Coming

@DocLinguaLanguageSchool
: ingrid.vincent@doclingua.fr

Siren 843 337 791

Why You
Should
Complete a
Tax Return
in France
A

ll persons living in France must
complete an income tax return. All
income is to be declared even if you have
paid tax on it in the UK or abroad. If you
live in France for six months or more of
the year or your main assets are here or
you have your principal residency here,
you are seen as a French tax resident. You
are therefore liable to complete an annual
self assessment return in France. You
must declare all your income, whether
earned in France or abroad or taxable in
France or abroad.

I know that there are some Brits that have
been living in France for a number of
years that still resist the idea of
completing a French tax return. I don’t
know whether this is because they think it
doesn’t really matter, but
it does.

your personal tax assessment and the
production of the avis d’impôt sur
le revenue
4. Tax rebates - if you are taxed here
you can reclaim tax paid in the UK on
the period 2020/2021 and
2021/2022.
5. Tax Exemption - You can apply for
tax exemption on income not to be
taxed in the UK. This can be
interesting if for example you have
UK rental income the whole of your
tax allowance can be moved on to this
income and reduce your UK tax bill

6. Taxe d’Habitation –your income
and family situation are used to
calculate the amount to pay in taxe
d’habitation.
This information
is collated from
I encourage clients to
Generally compared with the the déclaration
complete a tax return even if
amount of income tax paid in de revenus form.
they have been living in
If you are a
the UK, you win here
France for less than 6
couple and have
months in 2021 for the
a fiscal income in
following number of reasons:
2021 of less than
44211 euros or are single and a fiscal
1. Tax in France is less – Generally
income of less than 27761 euros, you
compared with the amount of income
will not pay taxe d’habitation on your
tax paid in the UK, you win here. Also
home. If you don’t complete a tax
the French tax authorities evaluate
return, then they will apply the
the income for a short period as if it
highest rate of taxe d’habitation.
was a whole year, so it’s a win/win
situation
7. TV Licence – if you do not have a
TV, you indicate this on the
2. Tax residency – it is important to
declaration form. If you have a low
define residency as rapidly as
income and are over 70, you don’t
possible, so that the French tax
pay TV licence. If you don’t complete
authorities know who you are and
the declaration, the tax authorities
what your family situation is.
can’t apply any exemptions.
3. Brexit – One of the ways to prove
8. Tax Credits on Home
residency, income and the number of
Improvements – If you have made
years is through the completion of

SMALL BUSINESS ADVICE

LINDSEY QUERIAUD
OWNER: CAST T: 05 45 84 14 94
lindseyqueriaud@outlook.com

improvements to your home to make
it more energy efficient then you can
in certain cases reclaim 30% of the
material cost and labour. This is
particularly relevant for those who
have just moved over, as this is when
you are likely to do the majority of
your renovations. There are also
home improvement grants for those
with lower incomes.
9. Evaluation of social/financial
aid – school/university grants, prime
d’activité, home assistance for elderly
people etc. Your rights are calculated
from your fiscal income. This is
collated via your avis d’impots
10. Access to loans/credit – unlike in
the UK, all access to credit is based on
your fiscal income, so if you don’t
complete a return to get an avis
d’impots, which is the calculation of
fiscal income and tax due, you
can’t borrow.
11. Capital Gains on your French
home – if your home is here, then
you should not pay capital gains on
that property. The notaire will ask for
a copy of your last avis d’impots to
define that the property is your home.
I hope that this has made you realise the
importance of your tax return.
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FRENCH INCOME TAX
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Y

es! It’s that time of the year when we
start receiving the dreaded income tax
form to fill in (from mid-April to midMay)! Despite monthly payments taken at
source (prélèvement à la source), you still
have to fill in a form!
As the forms were not available at the time
of writing this article, I have decided to
give you a prelude on French income tax. I
will be explaining who must fill in a tax
form, what revenue you have to declare,
how the double taxation treaty works
between France and the UK and lots of
other information.

what your taxable income is. Unmarried
couples (and not pacsed) must fill in a tax
form each!
When:
You fill in a tax form one year after,
meaning you declare your revenue of 2021
(Jan to Dec) in April-May 2022. So, if you
have officially moved to France last year
(2021), then you fill in your first French
tax form in April-May 2022 on which you
declare your 2021 revenue.

Since 01/01/2019, we are now taxed at
source (monthly amount taken from our
current account or percentage of salary)
Next month, when the new forms are
and the amount was determined by the tax
available, I will explain how to fill them in,
paid in 2021 for year 2020. The form we
in detail.
fill in this year will determine if we have
paid the right tax in 2021 and the new
Who has to fill in the tax form:
amount which will be taken monthly from
Basically, everybody who is a French
01/01/2023. If you paid too much, they
resident (lives in France more than 6
will reimburse you or reduce your monthly
month per year) whether you
payments, if
are employed, self-employed
not enough
or retired and even if you are If you have children or a spouse they will
increase the
obliged to pay taxes in
earning much less than you it
the UK!
will lower your taxable income monthly
payments till
as you are taxed as a family not the end of
Also, non-French residents
who have rented property
an individual
the year!
in France.
If you have
If it is your first time, you have to go to the
moved to France in 2021, you will pay two
Trésor public office (tax office) and ask for
years of tax: 2021 & 2022! You will pay a
the forms, which are available from the
bill for 2021 at the end of August in one go
first week of May. Or you can download
and have another bill for 2022 which will
them from the tax
be taken monthly from September to
office website.
December (amount of 2021 tax bill divided
by 4). Then from 2023, a monthly amount
The reason we still fill in a form is because
(2021 tax divided by 12). You can fill in a
of tax advantages such as children,
form now to start paying those amounts
employing a cleaner, etc. If you have
monthly from now instead of September
children or a spouse earning much less
(form 2043) which you can download
than you it will lower your taxable income
from the tax office website. Only do it if
as you are taxed as a family not an
you think you will pay tax. For your
individual. Adults count as 1 point, the
information, the tax threshold for 2021 for
first 2 children as ½ point each and the
a couple was around 25 000 euros.
third child and so on as 1 point. You then
divide the total revenue of the family by
Deadline to send or deposit your paper tax
the number of points you have, to know
form is 19th May 2022. The online

declaration deadline is 24th May 2022 for
Departments 1 to 19 (Charente is 16), 31st
May 2022 for Departments 20 to 49 and
8th June 2022 for Departments 50 and
above (Deux Sevre is 79 and Vienne 86).
What forms:
Hopefully if they have not changed them
again this year, these are the forms you
might need:
2047: This is the pink form on which you
enter your revenue from abroad and you
then transfer all those revenues onto the
blue form called 2042.
2042: The blue form that everyone has to
fill in.
2042C Pro: The one to fill in if you are
self-employed or if you rent a gîte or
chambre d’hôte.
2042C: This is the form you need to say
you have an S1 form and avoid paying
social charges on interest and to enter the
amount of income taxed in the UK (Civil
servant pension, Government pensions,
rental income from UK- Box 8TK).
2042RICI: To declare tax credit like using
a cleaner or gardener or doing ecological
work on your main residence.
2044: If your rental income is more than
to 15 000 euros per year, that is the form
to fill in.
3916: To declare your bank account
abroad. Failure to do so could carry a fine
of 1500 euro per bank account not
declared, much more (10K per account) if
the account is in Gibraltar, Isle of Man,
Panama… basically countries not agreeing
to financial transparency. All they want is
the name and address of the bank and the
account number.
The exchange rate for 2021 is 1.16 (that is
the average of last year). Your local tax
office can give you an exchange rate, but

Isabelle Want 06 17 30 39 11 Email: isabelle.want @bh-assurances.fr

N° Orias 07021727/16005974
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you don’t have to use it. Use it if it is lower
than 1.16!

since you arrived in France and stop being
taxed at source in the UK.

If your pension has been directly
transferred in euros to your French bank
account, just add up all the figures.
What income:

Note that ex civil servants, police and
military are taxed in the UK for their
pension related to that government job!
But when they fill in the French tax form,
they fill in that pension revenue on a
special section
which gives
a tax
If you want to get some social help them
credit
in France (CMU, CAF, RSA, etc),
equivalent to
you must show them
what the tax
would have
this document
been on it in
France.

Pensions (even if they
are taxed in the UK like
army, police, civil
servant), salary,
interest on savings
(even ISA, which are
not tax free in France),
rental income,
dividends, bonds, etc.
Basically, anything that has been earning
money or making money for you.
Double taxation:
There is a treaty between France and
the UK meaning that you cannot be
taxed twice.

To avoid being taxed twice, you must fill in
this form: United Kingdom/France
Double Taxation Convention (SI 2009
Number 226), which you can download
from the internet.
However, you can only fill in this form
once you have been taxed in France as you
must put your French tax reference on the
form. Indeed, once the form is filled in,
you take it to the French tax office, they
stamp it and either they send it to Paris,
who send it to the UK, or give it back to
you to send yourself to HMRC (depends
on the office). Then 6 months later, you
get reimbursed the tax you paid in the UK

Avis d’imposition:
This is a very important document not to
be lost! As it proves you are a French
resident and it also proves your revenue. If
you want to get some social help in France
(CMU, CAF, RSA, etc), you must show
them this document. Some ISA savings
accounts (LEP) are only available if you
can show this document to your bank as it
is only available for people with low
income. It is the bill of your income tax
and you receive it in August.
www.impots.gouv.fr
This is the official website of the French
tax authorities. You can download tax
forms, fill in your tax form online and also
set up a monthly direct debit for your taxe
d’habitation and taxe foncière. You can
also adjust your income tax monthly
payment from your personal account. Note
that the monthly amount is determined by

your income without the tax deduction so
some of you probably should not have
paid. Note that you can go online and
change it if you think you should not be
paying as much or nothing at all. This is
often the case for people who have rental
from UK or Civil servant pensions.
Note that since 2019, everybody must fill
in their income tax form online. You
cannot do this if it is the first time you fill
in a form.
Help:
Free help for filling the tax form for all my
customers will be on 10th May all day in
Ruffec (not lunch hours!) and 12th May all
day again in Chasseneuil sur Bonnieure.
I will also do a tax seminar with CLE:
https://www.cle-france.com/ on 5th May.
Check their website for details.
Conclusion:
It is an obligation! So, if you live in France,
you must fill in a French tax form!
Next month, when the new forms are
available, I will explain how to fill them in
and give you dates and places where I will
be available for free help so do not
panic yet!
And remember to check out our website
www.bh-assurances.fr/en for all my
previous articles (“practical information”
on the English site).
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Never ending payments – if you have too
many payments on pay day, you may be
over-extended e.g. credit cards, loans,
memberships, subscriptions etc. Do you
actually use the subscriptions or
memberships you purchase?
Living on borrowed money – if you are
living on your credit card or loans every
month, then you are in danger of a crash.
Spending too much on a home – taking
out the maximum mortgage allowed could
become problematic. Inflation could see
you unable to keep up with your
payments. Remember, owning your
own home brings with it a lot of
maintenance expenses.

t’s strange how on our financial journey
through life, we often fail to see or even
disregard the danger signs that lie ahead.
Imagine driving a car and ignoring a
‘danger falling rocks’ or
Living paycheck to
‘caution slippery surface’
Before we know it, we
paycheck – perhaps the
sign, not to mention visual
have no money left and biggest danger of all. Let’s
dangers such as a
face it, life is tough, and it
still weeks to go before
hailstorm or a reckless
is difficult to save. But what
the end of the month
truck swerving in front of
happens if you have
you. And yet it is a
unforeseen emergency
commonly known fact that
expenses
we tend to be much more careless with our
or lose your job. How will you survive
money than our lives.
and pay your bills if you don’t have backup savings?
Warning Signs That Our Finances Are
about to Crash
Not investing in retirement – who will
look after you when you retire one day,
Unnecessary spending – we love swiping
unless of course you are fortunate enough
our debit card and before we know it, we
to have a huge trust fund or inheritance on
have no money left and still weeks to go
before the end of the month
the way? We are living longer and delaying
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SPOT
THE
SIGNS!
saving for retirement even by a few years
could leave you with not enough money to
see you through.
Paying off debt with savings – It is good to
pay off debt, but if you use all your savings
to pay off debt, how will you pay for
emergencies? Take out more debt? Save
first, then pay off debt. *
Not having a plan for your finances is a
sure way to have a major financial
accident that could leave you with
financial injuries or disabilities for life.
Chat to your financial adviser to get a plan
of action in place to prevent a
financial accident.
*www.investopedia.com
Please note, the above is for education purposes only and does
not constitute advice. You should always contact a financial
adviser in the country you live for a personal consultation * No
liability can be accepted for any actions taken or refrained
from being taken, as a result of reading the above.
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The Importance of Customer Surveys
S

urveys are ideal for exploring the
relationship between you and your
customer. They can identify current
strengths and areas for improvement,
along with revealing trends and
understanding what makes a (prospective)
client become a repeat customer. With
many businesses having to adapt over the
last two years, now might be the perfect
opportunity to connect with your
customer base and garner their thoughts
and opinions. There are several ways of
garnering this information, and one of the
simplest and most effective ways is via a
customer survey.
Why Should You Survey Your Customers?
You can identify areas to develop/grow
your business by using customer surveys.
By engaging with those who use your
services, you can dig deep into what makes
them your customer and ultimately enrich
these relationships. Quite often, feedback
can reveal things that you have not
thought of. Customers feel valued when
you have taken on board their concerns
and implemented their ideas. Keeping in
tune with your customers enhances your
customers' loyalty and helps your business
to stay ahead of the competition.

Do Customers like Them?

MARKETING

MICALA
WILKINS

Yes, customers feel valued and
ALACIM SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
appreciated when you bring them into
your business. After all, they part with
their euros to spend with you. Businesses
cannot function without them. Getting
questionnaire. Too long, and attention
yourself in front of them and providing an
wanes. Ask the right questions. What is it
opportunity to share their thoughts and
that you want to know from your
opinions can provide valuable insights for
customer? A survey should offer quick
your business. A well thought out survey
thinking and immediate participation
that allows your customer to offer their
while fresh in their minds. Encourage
honest opinion in their own time can
participation by
provide valuable insights
offering something
for your business. People
in return. Can you
love to complete surveys if
Customers feel valued and award a discount
there's something in it for
them. People want to win
appreciated when you bring or a gift?
that prize draw or gift card
them into your business
Because of
or receive a discount.
challenging times,
customers' needs
Survey Know-how
and behaviours have
Research suggests that people prefer to
changed. What they wanted or needed two
complete surveys online. There are many
years ago will be vastly different today.
survey tools and platforms available
Carrying out regular surveys can help you
depending on your need and budget, such
address concerns and ideas in advance.
as SurveyMonkey, TypeForm, JotForm.
For something simple and functional, you
cannot go wrong with GoogleForms. Get
the right style and length of the

“A satisfied customer is the best business
strategy of all” - Michael LeBoeuf,
Internal author and speaker.
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LET’S GET TECHNICAL
IN LAST MONTH’S EDITION WE COVERED SETTING YOUR GOALS AND
KNOWING WHICH DIRECTION YOU’RE HEADING, SO THIS MONTH
LET’S FOCUS ON HOW WE CAN IMPROVE WITH TECHNIQUE

By David Z
immer

David is a British
Triathlon Level 3
triathlon coach,
Swim England swim
teacher, life coach
and mentor.
Developing people is
what makes him tick
and he gets immense
pleasure in seeing
others succeed

Email: dmz25@hotmail.com

T

echnique is an aspect that many
people miss from their training
programmes is technique - all sports have
a technical aspect to them. Adding
technical sessions will improve your
overall agility, efficiency, and form.

We run naturally, and often never
coached. This is where running drills
come in, allowing you to become more
proficinet and suffer less injuries.

Drills can make you ache when done
correctly so ensure you warm up and cool
down properly.

What Are Running Drills?

As a triathlete coach, coaching technical
sessions is a really good way to identify an
someone’s strengths and weaknesses
within their field. If you are going to
attempt some of the sessions below you
may wish to initially try it behind closed
doors; hopping and skipping in public
might bring you some unnecessary
attention! The only requirement for
running drills is a flat surface and a bit
of space.

Running drills are dynamic exercises that
help to ingrain proper movement patterns
into your muscle memory. These
movements eventually become automatic
and help to improve a number of things
which are beneficial to all, for example:

Visualise a runner running and then slow
it right down you can separate the
necessary movements into the following
parts:

The key dos and don’ts of a good running
technique can be simple for some and very
difficult for others. Running motion is
such a natural action for most of us. We
run every day as children and throughout
our lives, either fast walking or running.
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▪

The strength of your muscles, tendons
and joints (like your ankles).

▪

Communication between your brain
and legs

▪

Agility

▪

Co-ordination

▪

Balance

RUNNING

High knees
Bounding
Heel flicks
Skipping
Where to Begin?
Start by using a distance of 20m and carry
out 3 to 4 repetitions, set aside about 25
minutes for this session which will include
the warming up and cooling down period.
I’ve given you a breakdown for the 4 key
elements for running drills. If you need
more guidance there are some great videos

health
High knees

Heel Flicks

Side Plank With
Torso Rotation

Skipping

online, or you are welcome to contact me
for advice.
High knees
1. Start standing with feet hipdistance apart.
2. Lift the right knee as high as it will go
and raise the opposite arm, then switch
quickly so the left knee is up before the
right foot lands. Continue pulling your
knees up quickly for as long as desired.
Bounding
1. Take your normal running style and
exaggerate the running stride; launch
yourself forward off your left leg,
driving your right knee up to waist
level while keeping your back (left)
leg straight.
2. The photograph at the top of page 26
shows you the position of the bound
you are aiming for. Ideally you want
one second of ‘hang time’ before
landing softly on the ball of your
right foot.
Heel Flicks
1. Run slowly forwards, taking short
strides and flicking your bottom with
your heels.

2. Your upper leg should remain
perpendicular to the floor in this drill
and, as with skipping, you should aim
to make as little noise when your foot
strikes the floor.

2. Slowly lower back down to the starting
position and continue immediately
into the next rep.

Skipping

Tracking your diet can be a useful tool to
ensure you are getting the correct balance
of nutrition. A good and proven way is to
record on paper everything that goes in
your mouth for a whole week. After a week
you may or may not be surprised to see
how good or poor your nutrition is. It
should allow you to check back and reflect,
and to correct your diet complementing
your training.

1. When carrying out skips make sure
you focus on the push-off back behind
you. Rather than seeing how high you
can get on each skip, focus on
extending the hips each skip.
Side Plank With Torso Rotation
1. Position the body into a forearm side
plank. Both legs should be extended.
Lift the top arm over the chest and
then rotate with your rib cage to draw
the hand underneath the ribs. Repeat
this motion for 10 to 12 repetitions
and then perform on the other side.
Butterfly Sit-Up
1.

Lie face-up with the soles of your feet
together, knees bent out to sides.
Reach your arms overhead. This is the
starting position. Using your core, roll
your body up until you are sitting
upright. Reach forward to touch your
toes. That's one repetition.

DIET – NUTRITION

Another area to focus on is your nutrition
when training, which includes before,
during, and after. Long course events or
long training sessions need detailed
planning. If you’re competing, trying a
variety of products is essential to know
what works for you and your digestive
system. Failing to ensure your nutrition is
spot on can ruin both training and racing.
Next month I’m focusing on swimming.
Please let me know if there is anything
specific you would like advice on.
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Improve Your
Sleep with
Biohacking

By Amanda

King

Amanda lives near
Ruffec and is in the final
year of an Advanced
Diploma in
Naturopathic Nutrition
with the College of
Naturopathic Medicine
in London. She holds a
BSc in Human Biology
and Counselling
/Psychology. Amanda is
passionate about living
in harmony with nature
and innate wellness.

amandakingnutrition@gmail.com
www.amandakingnutrition.com

BIOHACKING IS THE NEW CATCHY TERM THAT’S BECOME MORE AND
MORE POPULAR OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS

M

uch like a hacker may get into a
computer to make the changes they
want, biohacking is where we ‘hack’ into
our environment or body/biological
systems to get better
physical/psychological results. There are
many ways to do this and it can improve
our sleep, our mood, or our physical
appearance by losing weight or
performing better at sports. Often
biohacks are simple and easy, and take
only a small amount of effort, but they add
up to a great end result. This article will
focus on sleep hacks, the little changes you
can make to improve your sleep which will
have a massive knock-on effect on your
well-being.
Dark Environment
Did you know that even a small amount of
light hitting the eye will change your
hormones and make you less sleep ready?
All those little dots from plugged-in
devices in your bedroom, the cracks in the
curtains or shutters and lights left on, they
all contribute to decreased sleep quality. If
you have small dots of light on various
plugged-in devices then buying the small
round stickers from Action or any
stationery outlet and placing them over
the small lights will reduce the light
pollution in your room. Invest in a
blackout blind for the window and shut
out any chinks of outside light, even if it’s
a street lamp, prior to sleeping. The
complete darkness will keep your body in
a deeper and more restful sleep state and
allow you to hack your internal sleep
clock. Even a small amount of light can tell
your body clock that it’s not quite time for
sleep so it’s important to control the light
in your environment.
Blue Light
Research is helping us to become aware of
the impact that blue light has on our sleep
readiness. Screens such as mobile phones,
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iPads, TVs and laptops all emit blue light
wavelengths. Ideally, don’t use any
electronic devices in the two hours prior to
your normal sleep time and keep them
strictly out of your sleeping environment.
This will allow your natural rhythms to
flow and make you more ready to sleep
well. If you must use electronic devices
prior to your sleep time then you can buy
blue light reflecting glasses online.
Wearing these will stop blue light from
getting into your eyes and so you will
avoid the negative impact on your
sleep rhythm.
Breathing

and being in your sleeping space is really
important for relaxation.
Meals
When we eat our body needs time to
digest - up to two hours for a meal. It’s
important to make sure that your last meal
of the day is more than two hours before
your usual bedtime. This will allow your
body to digest your food and means that
your biological systems are not working
against each other. Also it will ensure that
when you fall asleep you aren’t doing so
with undigested food in your stomach
which can lead to health problems like
gastro-oesophageal reflux.

Deep abdominal breathing is a great way
Sleep routine
to stabilise and ground yourself at any
Finally, setting a sleep time and wake up
time. It’s particularly helpful prior to
time is important for hacking your
sleeping as it helps the heart rate to slow
circadian rhythms which is basically about
down and the body to relax which is
resetting your internal
always conducive to
body clocks. If you set your
great sleep. Simply sit
bedtime for 10:30pm, be
and breathe into your
Looking forward to
sure at 10pm to start
diaphragm counting
sleep and being in your
winding down, creating the
slowly to 5 on the breath
sleeping space is really
right atmosphere for sleep;
in, holding for 5, and
deep breathing (there are
important for relaxation
breathing out for 5, and
tutorials on YouTube if you
holding again for 5. You
need more information)
will find a happy ground
and blacking out all the lights. Following
with this peaceful and relaxing daily
your usual sleep routine at roughly the
practice. (If you haven’t ever tried this,
same time each day allows your hormones
try it.)
to step into line throughout the whole day
Environment
and this has significant benefits to
your health.
We spend a third of our lives sleeping so
we should make it a big priority when it
comes to how we invest our time and
money. Make sure that you have good
quality pillows, the best quality mattress
you can afford, and take pride in your
sleeping space. Make your bed every day,
air the sheets and let natural sunlight fall
on your bed regularly if possible to kill
dust mites. Maintaining a sleep space you
look forward to being in is about hacking
your mindset. Looking forward to sleep

The benefits of making these little changes
and sticking to consistent routines are
numerous. Studies have shown that
people who sleep better are usually leaner,
happier, and more productive. They tend
to crave stimulants like sugar and caffeine
less and tend to have more overall energy.
Plus who doesn’t love that feeling of
waking up fully rested after a great night’s
sleep, ready to take on the new day with
energy and vitality.

health
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April in
the Garden

By Ronnie Ogier

Ronnie is a
passionate
gardener and now
loves sharing her
years of experience
of success and
failures in her own
garden and sharing
it with you. Also a
keen runner, having
been bitten by the
‘Couch to 5K’ bug!

APRIL’S HERE, THE GATEWAY TO SPRING, WHEN WE CAN GET A SENSE
OF FREEDOM IN OUR GARDENS. BUT THIS FEELING IS ACCOMPANIED
BY A REAL SENSE OF URGENCY, PREPARING FOR SUMMER. IT IS THE
MONTH WHEN MOST HAPPENS IN THE GARDEN

I

t is the month when most happens in
the garden. It is close enough to winter
for every warm sunny day in short sleeves
to be a bonus, but unpredictable enough
not to be taken for granted. Certainly,
what we see in our gardens and around us
at the beginning of the month will be very
different from what we see by the end of
the month.
In April last year I wrote about the ‘value
of weeds’ in our garden, and I would still
suggest that they do have a place - not all
weeds but certainly some do have a value.
Just a very brief recap on last year’s
suggestions for weeds:
▪ They provide a useful indicator about
our soil types.
▪ Nettles are rich in nitrogen - a ‘soup’
made from nettle leaves will help
plant growth.
▪ Comfrey is rich in potassium, so a
‘comfrey soup’ is excellent to encourage
plants to flower.
▪ ‘Mares tail soup’ can be used to treat
peach leaf curl, scab, and rust.

And yes, weeds can be composted, so don’t
hate or ignore them; accept them, and
use them.
For the rest of this article, I shall focus on
growing vegetables, as at this time of year
it is vital to get vegetables started to give a
long enough growing season to enjoy one
or even two crops. But don’t get too
carried away with my enthusiasm for this
month, it is the busiest time for sowing,
both in the ground and under cover,
though it’s still too early for warmthloving plants such as runner and French
beans. But some half-season vegetables
such as beetroot, carrots, and spinach
can be sown now, and again later in
the season.
Sowing seeds is really quite
straightforward. You can sow in drills - a
straight line - either in compost or in the
ground. Make a small drill trench, sow
your seeds, recover, and water gently.
Alternatively, you can scatter seeds on the
ground surface and gently rake it to cover
them. Only do this if you have plenty of

space, very few weeds, and the seeds were
less expensive. But remember if you use
this approach, it’s harder to distinguish
between weeds and plants - I lost a crop of
small brassicas when someone helping me
thought they were weeds! In addition, it’s
harder to manage spacing and in the end
to harvest the crops. All in all, I would
advocate straight lines in the potager; in
the end it saves time and effort.
Your seedlings, either inside or outside
sown, will need thinning out and setting
out to their most appropriate distance for
final growth and harvesting. Still do this
even if you leave it too long - with just a
little care small plants hardly notice the
move and romp away. Once you can see
two true leaves - these are the leaves you
will recognise as belonging to each
different plant not the two leaves which
appear at germination and look the same
on virtually all plants - your seedlings are
ready to transplant. Bury all the stems
when planting so that the roots are in
moist compost and will be less susceptible
to being rocked by the wind.
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Now that brings me around to spacing. In
order to have healthy, productive plants
and to make the best use of your time and
space, do a bit of homework before you
plant out. There are times when you can
plant closer than the seed packet suggests,
especially for onions, garlic, and leeks. It
also depends on how large you want your
vegetables to end up, so plant root
vegetables in distances smaller or greater
depending on how large you want your
carrots, parsnips, and swedes to be. But
fruiting plants - tomatoes, beans etc - do
need plenty of space, so with those it’s
useful to stick to the distances suggested.
At this time of year I’m only thinking
about the summer salads and early spring
is the time to start sowing lettuce, peas for
shoots, and spinach for small leaves.
These can be sown quite close together
depending again on whether you want to
use small leaves or larger hearts. For
cutting small leaves, sow three seeds per
2cm in rows about 15cm apart. Take the
first cut of small leaves after four to six
weeks and after that weekly until the
plants get tired and start to flower. At that
point compost the plant and start again.
Another way is to grow them 15-22 cm
apart for larger leaves or hearts over a
longer period. This way it will take a little
longer to be able to pick. Pick large leaves
from the outside. Once again you ought to
get a weekly harvest from each plant
possibly for up to 10 weeks.
I mentioned earlier specific plants that
like warmer growing temperatures should
be left for a few weeks, however this is a
good time to sow other warmth-loving
plants - cucumbers, courgettes, and

And now I come to the eternal summer
problem: slugs and snails! They love tiny
seedlings and yellowing vegetable leaves!
These little ‘charmers’ rest by day
sheltering in moist dark places away from
sunlight and predators such as birds and
toads. They hide under low leafy shrubs
and plants, in walls with loose stones, old
wooden planks, polythene mulches, long
These larger seeds have more energy for
grass, and weeds. The further slug-tender
strong fast growth and within two to three
plants are from such habitats the better. It
weeks they will need transplanting into
will also help to cut back nearby
slightly larger pots, giving more compost
vegetation and avoid using mulches of
for their roots and more space for their
cardboard or polythene. You can put down
leaves. Because they grow so fast you
slug deterrents - spent coffee grounds,
could have large plants in just over a
crushed eggshells, copper bands - but
month and you may
slugs will still slither over
need to repot again
these when it’s raining!
These little ‘charmers’ rest
into an even larger
Other deterrents include
by day sheltering in moist
pot until it’s warm
beer traps, a garlic wash,
enough to plant
dark places away from
and slug pellets.
outside, after the last
sunlight and predators
Spraying plants with a
risk of frost. Even
garlic wash is one of the
such as birds and toads
after you think it’s
most effective ways of
safe to plant out do
deterring slugs and snails
have fleece ready to pop over them if
as they apparently don’t like the taste. But
there’s a late frost. When you eventually
you need to begin early in April, since the
put them into the potager do remember
wash takes 4-6 weeks to become
they grow large and fast and can cover a
fully effective.
large area of soil surface and provide a
Whilst looking after your garden don’t
LOT of fruit. It is possible to grow these
forget the birds as they will come and eat
vegetables vertically - last year I visited a
pests from your plants. If you’re going on
garden where their squashes and
holiday, reduce the food on your bird table
courgettes were trained over a long metal
over a few days before you leave to avoid a
frame walkway. Not only did it look
sudden halt to their food supply. Finally,
attractive, but it also saved ground space,
as you come to use the compost from
reduced some of the slug damage, and
your productive bins to put on vegetable
made harvesting easier. I’ve also seen
beds before planting, remove it carefully,
cucumbers grown over a slanting metal
in case frogs and hedgehogs are
frame so that all the fruit hangs through
still hibernating.
the framework. Just different ways to try.
squashes. Extra warmth will improve
germination for these plants so use a
propagator, warm windowsill, or even a
warm airing cupboard for five days to get
them started. Sow in small pots or
modules; early growth is better in small
containers with less likelihood of
becoming waterlogged.
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'There are two types of chamomile, the annual chamomile also known as
German chamomile, which grows to 30-40cm and the Roman chamomile
which is a low growing evergreen perennial that is the variety used in
chamomile lawns, both types have been used in herbal medicine for
centuries and can be grown in mixed corders, herb gardens and containers.
The Roman chamomile can be used for chamomile lawns and seats as it
spreads well and makes an aromatic ground cover.

Versatile
Daisies

By
Caroline
Wright

Caroline has been
a lecturer in
horticulture for 20
years and now runs
a nursery and
'garden craft'
courses in the
Haute-Vienne at
Le jardin creatif
Lejardincreatif.net

DAISY FLOWERS ARE VIBRANT, CHEERFUL, AND EASY TO GROW,
MAKING THEM A PROVEN CHOICE FOR GARDENS

I

love herbaceous borders but they can
be a lot of work. All of my French
neighbours and friends think I am a little
bonkers spending so much time
cultivating plants that are not edible
(although some of them are) but I enjoy it
and it is well worth it for the rewards that
they bring. If you plan your border
carefully you can have not just a beautiful
colourful border over a long season but a
productive cut flower border, edible
flowers, herbal medicines as well as scent
and a haven for butterflies, bees and other
beneficial insects. I particularly like plants

that have a range of uses and throughout
the growing season daisies of different
varieties contribute to the everchanging display.

for butterflies, the colourful ‘eye’ in the
centre acting as a target for nectar. Here
are some of the best varieties that enjoy
the climate here:

The daisy family is the biggest family in
the plant kingdom and they range from
the tiny wild daisies that grow in your
lawn (leave them there – they are not
weeds, they are adding diversity to your
lawn and essential early nectar for bees),
to the tall asters and chrysanthemums that
give us plenty of colour and interest at the
end of the season. Their open topped
flowers have evolved to be a landing pad

Aster
These tall, late season daisies are available
in a range of colours from white, pale to
dark pink, blue and purple. My favourite is
Aster ‘Marina Wolkonski’ with its deep
purple flowers opening from mid-late
summer and followed by Aster amellus in
a range of pinks. Their tall multi-headed
flower stems make them ideal cut flowers,
the petals are edible and can be used as
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Rudbeckia 'Goldsturm'

Chrysanthemum ‘Cottage Bronze’

Echinacea purpurea
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Chrysanthemum ‘Tapestry Rose’

Aster amellus

Erigeron
‘Azure Fairy’

garden

Chrysanthemum ‘Mei Kyo’

garnishes for salads and can be frozen in ice cubes to brighten up
summer drinks. The roots have been long used in Chinese herbal
medicine and the butterflies love them too.

them the ‘Chelsea Chop’ (cutting them halfway back around the
middle of May) then they produce stockier plants with more
branched stems and therefore more flowers. This is particularly
useful for the taller varieties which may need
supporting otherwise.

Chamomile
There are two types of chamomile, the annual chamomile also
known as German chamomile, which grows to 30-40cm and the
Centauria
Roman chamomile which is a low growing evergreen perennial
The perennial cornflower or knapweed, far from being a weed in
that is the variety used in chamomile lawns, both types have
its native form it produces sky-blue flowers - we grow a variety
been used in herbal medicine for
called ‘Jordy’ which produces deep burgundy
centuries and can be grown in mixed
flowers. The species has long been used in herbal
corders, herb gardens and containers.
The Roman chamomile can medicine and all varieties are much loved by
The Roman chamomile can be used for
the butterflies.
be used for chamomile
chamomile lawns and seats as it
lawns and seats as it spreads Liatris spicata
spreads well and makes an aromatic
well and makes an aromatic Although at first glance this does not look like a
ground cover.
typical daisy, as the name suggests masses of small
ground cover
Echinacea purpurea
flowers are produced clustered around a tall spike.
From early to mid-summer these bold,
However each tiny flower that makes up the spike is
dark, domed flower heads with reflexed purple petals make a
a miniature daisy. Visually they create a bit of height, contrast
statement in the border. They also make good cut flowers and
and drama within the border and the striking purple flower
provide nectar for butterflies, and the roots can be harvested in
spike can be used in flower arrangements for the same effect.
the autumn to make a tincture that has an antimicrobial effect
Calendula officinalis – the English marigold. This one is
helping to boost the immune system and ward off both viral and
actually an annual but it self-seeds merrily and will keep coming
bacterial diseases.
back from seed each year as long as you don’t weed out the
Erigeron
seedlings by mistake! As well as adding a splash of orange to the
From the tiny pink and white Erigeron karvinskianus which
border, which complements well the purples and deep blues, it is
grows in free-draining soils and even cracks in the wall and
an ingredient for many natural cosmetics; if you collect and dry
gravel to Erigeron ‘Azure Fairy’ with its sky-blue flowers on tall
the petals you can infuse them in oil to make salves and soothing
straight stems making a long-lasting cut flower, both begin to
skin creams.
flower in early summer and if cut back when the first flush of
flowers has faded they soon produce a second flush taking their
colour right through to late autumn.
Chrysanthemum
These are the real autumn beauties, bursting into bloom when
many other plants are preparing for dormancy – if you choose
the hardy varieties they will happily survive the coldest winters.
Chrysanthemum ‘Tapestry Rose’ is a striking deep pink with a
yellow eye, ‘Cottage Bronze’ has a rich coppery orange flower
which complements the changing colour of the autumn leaves on
the trees, ‘Mei-Kyo’ is a shorter variety with bi-coloured pale and
deep pink flowers, and ‘Duchess of Edinburgh’ is a semi-double
variety which is deep burgundy in bud, turning to mid-pink as
the flowers open. All are excellent cut flowers and offer some
much-needed late nectar for the butterflies and bees. If you give

We sell a wide range of daisies in our nursery
alongside many other perennials that suit the climate
here. Our nursery is open every Saturday from 10-4,
and you can also browse our plant list online. Keep an
eye on our website for forthcoming courses in our
popular garden crafts, we hope to be able to start
scheduling our programme of events again now that
restrictions are lifting: www.lejardincreatif.net
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latest news

PARIS OLYMPICS
All tickets will be sold via the
paris2024.org website with
sign-ups
beginning
in
December this year. Over 13
million tickets will be available
for sale, almost half the tickets
on sale will be sold for €50 or
less, in a bid to make it more
accessible to the masses.

LIMOGES - GATWICK FLIGHTS
The low cost airline EasyJet will start
operating flights between Gatwick and
Limoges from 1 May this year. The
route is scheduled to fly 3 times a week
(Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday) and
will operate up until 27 October.

TICK REMOVAL ADVICE
Thank you to Julie from
Châteauponsac who contacted
us following last month’s piece
on ticks. Julie (an animal lover
and therefore an expert tick
remover!) pointed out that the
use of tweezers can cause the
tick to disgorge bacteria into the
host as well as running a high
risk of leaving the head and or
legs in, which can cause
infection. Instead, ticks should
always be twisted until you feel
the slight 'click' and they release.
This ensures every part of the
tick is removed. Ideally you
should use a tick hook or
'crochet' available from any vet.
They usually come in 2 sizes and
they cover pretty much all sizes
40 etcetera

of tick that you're likely to come
across. There are some tiny ticks
(typically from hedgehogs in
Julie’s experience, her reward
for trying to nurse a very cold
and poorly young hedgehog!)
and even the small hook might
not be small enough. In which
case you may have to resort to
tweezers but you should grip as
lightly as possible and definitely
still twist. Julie recommends
once it’s removed is to put them
whole in your pre-prepared 'tick
pot'. This is an old jam jar or
similar, with a couple of cms
depth of alcohol or acetone. It
ensures a quick death without
all the squishing and risk of
spreading bacteria around.

PARCEL DELIVERY SCAMS
There is a growing amount of parcel delivery scams
circulating recently so please be very cautious if you
receive a text or email notification advising you there
is a problem with your parvel and you have to pay a
release fee. The amounts are often low, but people
will find more money has been debited from their
account. These scams are becoming more popular
with scammers as online shopping has increased
since the Covid pandemic, people have an increased
chance of waiting for some sort of delivery. If you
receive a text saying that your parcel is at a
distribution centre and asking you to follow a link,
don’t follow the link until you are completely sure it’s
a legitimate message. Ask a friend or neighbour to
check if you are unsure, or talk to your local mairie.

nature
A freshly-emerged spathe,
showing the spadix. The flowers
are hidden in the bulbous base
of the spathe. Note the spearshaped leaves behind.

LORDS
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ONE WAYSIDE PLANT THAT YOU WILL BE VERY LIKELY TO SEE IN
SPRING AS YOU WALK THE LANES IS THE WILD ARUM

Y

That Is a Strange Flower!
ou may even find it in a forgotten
corner of your garden. It is known by a
The proliferation of names for this plant
number of names, among which are
probably arises from its curious
Lords-and-Ladies and Cuckoo-pint. The
appearance, and its mysterious way of
French have several names for it, too, as
reproducing. You can’t actually see the
well as Arum, such as Gouet (bill-hook)
flower on this plant without performing
and Pied-de-veau (calf’s foot).
surgery on it. All you see is a clump of
Scientifically, it is Arum
spear-head shaped leaves
maculatum, which may
with, in April-May, a lilyThe proliferation of
derive, according to the
like greenish spathe (a
names for this plant
Oxford Dictionary, from
special type of leaf)
the Latin arum, which in probably arises from its
looking rather like a
turn derives from the
mediaeval monk’s hood,
curious appearance
Greek aron (αρωη),
rising to about 10 cm
meaning poisonous.
above the ground. This
Alternatively, it may be derived from the
coyly reveals a purplish truncheon-like
Arabic word Ar, meaning fire, in reference
organ called a spadix. The flowers are
to its acrid taste. Maculatum means
hidden inside the bulbous base of
spotted (as in immaculate – without spot).
the spathe.

In the late afternoon, the flowers emit a
smell reminiscent of rotting meat,
together with heat which encourages the
smell to spread. This entices minute flies
to enter the base of the spathe. Once in,
they are trapped by a ring of inwardpointing hairs. They become coated with
pollen from the upper ring of male
flowers, which actually shower them with
pollen. Some may escape then and fly to
another flower, while others may pass
through some stiffer hairs to the ring of
female flowers below. Here they remain
trapped (though nourished by nectar
secreted by the female flowers) until they
have fertilised the flowers by buzzing
around inside the very restricting bulb.
Only pollen they were carrying from a
previously-visited arum will fertilise these
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Wild Arum fruit ripening from green
through yellow to red. Caution - toxic!
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nature

The base of the spathe has been cut open
to show the flowers. Note the yellow
trap-hairs, the mauvish male flowers and
the white female flowers. A second set of
trap-hairs lies between the male and
female flowers.

flowers. When fertilisation is complete,
the hairs shrivel and the flies escape to
visit another arum and fertilise that with
the new pollen they are carrying.
Obviously, this must happen fairly quickly,
as it is in the species’ interest that as many
plants as possible are fertilised, and a fly’s
lifetime is short. The spathe then shrivels,
leaving the fertilised flowers and their
developing fruit open to the light.
Beautiful but Deadly
A few weeks later a column of green
berries appears, and these will ripen to
orange by late June or July. These berries
are very attractive, but also very
poisonous, as they contain needle-like
crystals of calcium oxalate, called
raphides, which puncture the body’s
membranes and immediately cause tissuedamage and trigger the body to release
histamine. The berries can be fatal if
enough are eaten, especially in someone
with a sensitivity to histamine. For
humans there is no chemical antidote –
mechanical airway management may
counteract the swelling of the throat
membranes to enable breathing to
continue, and fluid management may
mitigate kidney damage, until the body
can rid itself of the poison. However, the
slightest touch of the flesh of the berry
produces such a strong burning sensation
in the mouth or on the skin that serious
ingestion is unlikely. Birds, however,
especially pheasants, find the berries
nutritious, and are the agents for
distributing the seeds.
Is It Useful for Anything Medical?
A plant so unusual in structure and so
liable to cause a physical reaction was
bound to attract interest from the makers
and users of nostrums and supposed
remedies. Culpeper, the astrologerphysician and herbalist of the mid-17th
century, lists in his ‘Complete Herbal’ a
bewildering range of uses for the Cuckoopint in medicine. Most are treatments for
very severe conditions. It is said to be a
sovereign cure for “the Plague”, and is
very good at “scouring-out” the system of
poisons or whatever else ails it. The leaves,

either green or dry, or the juice of them,
“doth cleanse all manner of rotten and
filthy ulcers in what part of the body
soever” (a very unlikely claim). Most of the
conditions are extreme and would be the
sort of thing that would require a “kill-orcure” solution. Culpeper himself issues a
severe warning in his final paragraph on
the plant. “Authors”, he says, “have left
large commendations of this herb you see,
but for my part, I have neither spoken
with Dr. Reason nor Dr. Experience about
it.” In other words, he has never used it
and sees no possible excuse to recommend
any of the treatments suggested.

the purple spadix. It should be
pronounced to rhyme with the herb-name
“mint”. Lords-and-ladies also refers to this
resemblance and to the fancied similarity
of the spathe to the corresponding female
parts. References to the adder may be a
corruption of the Saxon “natter”, meaning
poison. “Bobbins” refers to the shape of
the flower – old weavers’ bobbins had an
elongated shape and a central spindle to
carry the warp-thread through the weft on
a loom.

Why Wake-robin? I cannot find out what
the plant has to do with robins, let alone
wakeful ones! Strangely, the same name is
Strangely, in all Culpeper’s list of possible
applied to the Trillium family of plants,
uses, there is no suggestion that the plant
which like the Arum are noted for their
has aphrodisiac qualities. Under the
unpleasant smell. The only suggestion I
Doctrine of Signatures, when the shape of
have found is that it refers to the rottenthe plant, or part of it, was believed to
meat smell of the flower, though robins,
suggest the part of the body for which it
should be effective, one would think that
being live insect-feeders, would not be
the shape of the spadix and its enfolding
attracted to such smells. Besides, few
spathe screamed out the
species of bird,
plant’s efficacy for
certainly not the
These berries are very
promoting sexual vigour. I
robin, are known
attractive, but also very
presume that experience
to use smell to
had shown that ingesting
poisonous, as they contain
detect food.
or applying a severely
needle-like crystals of
“Starch-root” is a
irritant substance had the
calcium oxalate
literal name;
opposite effect!
originally the large
Why Has It Got so Many Names?
root was a source of laundry starch. At one
The plant has attracted a host of local
time, only starch of plant origin could be
names, probably because it is relatively
used for Church linen (although it is hard
common, very unusual in its biology, and
to think where else one would get starch!)
so toxic – all qualities that tend to attract
The Arum family includes Taro, whose
interest. Some 150 names have been
root is cultivated for starch in many parts
recorded in English alone - such as Adam
of the world. John Gerard, in his 16th
and Eve, Adder's Meat, Adder's Root,
century ‘Herbal’, says, “the most pure and
Arum, Wild Arum, Arum Lily, Bobbins,
white starch is made of the rootes of the
Cows and Bulls, Cuckoo-pint, CuckooCuckoo-pint, but most hurtful for the
plant, Devils and Angels, Naked Boys,
hands of the laundresse that have the
Friar's Cowl, Jack in the Pulpit, Lamb-inhandling of it, for it chappeth, blistereth
a-Pulpit, Lords-and-ladies, Snakeshead,
and maketh the hands rough and rugged
Starch-root, and Wake-robin.
and withal smarting”. Still, as long as it
These are in some cases descriptive, but
made the Master’s ruff nice and stiff.…
are mostly of a decidedly ribald nature.
These days, of course, careful preparation
For example, the “pint” in Cuckoo-pint
of the starch to eliminate the toxic oxalate
has nothing to do with liquid measure, but
is essential – particularly in starches used
is a contraction of pintle, an old dialect
for cooking!
word for the male member, in reference to
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angling

April
Prospects
APRIL IS USUALLY A GOOD MONTH FOR ANGLING. THE TROUT
SEASON HAS BEEN OPEN FOR A MONTH AND BY THE START OF MAY
THE PREDATOR SEASON WILL ALSO BE IN FULL SWING

F

ishing for coarse fish isn’t as
straightforward with their differing
spawning times, but April usually falls
between the end of the early spawners
cycle; roach and perch will have completed
their nuptials by the end of March, and
summer spawners - chub, carp, bream and
barbel - will not be at it until next month
at the earliest. Even catfish can be caught
in April as they become more active as the
water temperature rises. April is a good
time to dust off that old fishing tackle that
has lain dormant all winter and venture
out in search of some sport.
Finding the Right Level
Spring offers us a myriad of weather
conditions including the famed April
showers that can in these parts be more
like tropical monsoons. These bouts of
heavy rain can lead to river fishing,
whether it be for trout or coarse species, to
be a bit of a lottery. Rainfall in the higher
reaches of the catchment area can be very
localised and pass unnoticed until you
arrive at the waterside and discover it
running through a metre high and the
colour of cocoa.
Help is at hand via the wonderful world
wide web if you log onto the Vigicrues
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By Clive Kenyon

France from expats looking to welcome
friends and family for visits, some of these
being keen anglers. One of the most
common issues with these requests is that
the hosts are often non-anglers and do not
realise just how wide a choice there is in
angling. Saying someone is a keen angler
is like saying that your sister’s husband
likes music so where can we take him?
Opera, karaoke or somewhere in between?
There are many types of angling and it is
necessary to know what the guest
specialises in before suggestions can
be made.

website at www.vigicrues.gouv.fr Our local
rivers fall under the Loire-Bretagne group,
territoire Vienne-Charente-Atlantique
section and then from there locate the
river and monitoring station closest to
your fishing spot. The information is in
real time and can be tailored so that you
can research back a week, month or
In our inland region we have a lot of river
whatever to get an idea of the greater
fishing and some large lakes for coarse
situation. Be aware that in some cases, the
species that many UK
Vienne below the large
coarse anglers could feel
hydro dam at Jousseau
comfortable fishing, but
for example, the level
These bouts of heavy
they might need to bring
and flow can vary due to
rain can lead to
some specialist
electrical demand and
river fishing
equipment. More of that
not just rainfall. When
later. Carp anglers will be
planning a fishing trip to
the easiest to please as we are blessed with
the Vienne or Charente rivers I always
a large number of private carp fisheries
consult Vigicrues. It is a lot better than the
that can be booked for a day or a week or
old River Line that English River
more depending on the fishery. Many of
Authorities used to run. That was a
these advertise in British magazines and
recorded message on a loop arranged
forums so your guests would be able to
alphabetically so that I had to listen to
find a fishery that suits their needs. Trout
about ten minutes of other information
anglers however may be harder to
before it got to the Wharfe, the last river
accommodate. I have written about this in
on the list.
previous articles. France, or certainly our
Tourist Questions
region of France, does not have trout
fishing in reservoirs that many UK trout
Tourists also become more active as
anglers are used to. Also, there aren’t
temperatures rise and each year I receive
requests for information about fishing in
many of the sort of rivers that a trout

animal
angler would be used to fishing. Many of
our trout waters are too overgrown for
fly-fishing and are best fished with baits
such as worms where casting is not as
likely to become snagged in the branches
of overhanging trees. Other than the
Touvre near Angoulême, the best options
for a river fly-fishing angler visiting our
region are probably the upper reaches of
the Vienne above Saint-Léonard-deNoblat or south to the rivers in the
Corrèze. Predator anglers however will
find good sport all across our region as
long as it is after the second Saturday in
April when the carnassier season opens.
You can safely leave them to their own
devices once they have obtained the
necessary carte de pêche and studied
the regulations.
Now, the specialist equipment required
by our visiting river coarse anglers. The
banks of the Charente, Vienne and other
local rivers can often be overgrown with
weeds and also are a metre or so above
the water line in many places. These
banks can be undercut, meaning that it

Many of our trout waters are too
overgrown for fly-fishing
isn’t a good idea to go right to the edge.
Among the essential pieces of equipment
that I would recommend for a river angler
is a long landing net handle, preferably 3
metres minimum with a latex mesh net to
avoid it snagging the brambles. Also,
some means of supporting the top of your
rod(s) as the bank closest to the water is
often too soft and dangerous to place your
front rest in a convenient place - a chair
with rod supports is ideal, or a device that
spikes into the ground with an arm
holding a rod rest a metre or more over
the edge of the bank.

Chateau des Chiens
79190
Limalonges

Fully equipped, heated salon
providing a safe, comfortable
environment for your dog
All dog types, sizes & temperaments
catered for by a fully insured,
experienced groomer

Contact Chris T. 06 74 80 47 25
Email: chateaudeschiens@yahoo.com
siret 83786431300015

Petite Paws Cattery
Private pens, each with inside and outside space.
Peaceful garden setting. Open 7 days a week. Viewings
welcome by appointment. Recommendations
available. Situated in Montemboeuf (16)

Alison Sacco

Tel: 07 52 94 37 48
Certificates in cat care

E: alison@petitepaws.fr
www.petitepaws.fr
Siret: 87789319800011

LIME TREE

KENNELS
15 mins La Rochefoucauld
20 mins Rochechouart

● Purpose-built kennels
New email
● Large secure paddock
address
● Large family kennels available
Anita Frayling. Le Baillat, 16220 Rouzede
Tel: 05 45 66 14 62
Email: anita.limetreekennels@gmail.com
Siret: 822 175 527 0016

There are a lot of specific fishing venues
called parcours de pêche that are created
and maintained by the departmental
fisheries people. You can discover where
these are by typing the word “peche” (you
don’t need the accent) followed by your
departmental number. Then follow the
links to discover where the parcours are.
Usually these are located where access is
easy and often you will find amenities
including picnic tables. My only gripe
about these places is that sometimes I feel
that more consideration has gone into
locating them where access is easy rather
than where fishing is particularly good.
Many of these parcours allow night
fishing for carp (carpe de nuit) and these
are the only public places where night
fishing can be carried out and then only
with cereal based baits, not fish, prawns,
worms, etc.
If you are looking for piscatorial
suggestions to entertain your guests I am
happy to help. But I do need to know
what type of fishing they are hoping to do
out here.
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April
On the Smallholding
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EASTER MAY BRING THE CHEEP OF TINY CHICKS, BUT WATCH OUT FOR
THE RETURN OF PARASITES TOO!

I

f your broody hen has been sitting on
eggs, after about 20 days they should
start hatching. During the last couple of
days, the hen will cluck quietly and the
chicks will cheep within their shells. They
listen to each other and, in this way, learn
the sound of their mother’s voice and
coordinate their emergence. They do the
latter by slowing down hatching or
speeding up final development, so that
they emerge around the same time. If after
23 days some eggs have not hatched, they
are unlikely to do so. Unhatched eggs
should be removed so that the hen knows
that the time has come to stop sitting and
start mothering. Often she will gauge this
for herself, as her hormones respond to
chick movement and calls, and unhatched
eggs fail to emit sounds.
Her posture and behaviour will change
distinctly as she progresses from sitting on
eggs to warming chicks and introducing
them to food and water. When incubating,
she is distinctly flat, covering all the eggs
with her feathers. Once hatched, she sits
taller (a position we call “tea-cosy”) as she
shelters the chicks below her. For the first
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they will follow her to the main henhouse.
day of hatching, you may not see chicks, as
It will take them longer to integrate into
they dry and remain warm under her
the flock, so they keep together in a
feathers. Before hatching, they will have
protective group and seek the safety of
absorbed the remaining yolk and will not
bushes and perches.
need food or water for about 24 hours.
After this period, the hen will move them
Meanwhile, in the henhouse, the first
over to food and water and you will see
warm days of spring will encourage red
fluffy, dry chicks emerge briefly from
mite to start breeding. These parasites live
beneath her. Amazingly, such young
in the cracks of chicken shelters, especially
animals are already fully mobile, can see
around perches. At night, they emerge to
and hear, and can already perform basic
feed on chickens’ blood and rapidly
behaviour, such as scratching, eating, and
multiply in warm weather. On the first
drinking. This is a survival tactic for a
sunny day of April, I empty the henhouse
ground-laying bird to avoid predators by
of all bedding and hose it
keeping up with
down. Then I apply a
mother. However,
For the first day of hatching, product to ward off mites.
they cannot
I find neem oil (l'huile de
you may not see chicks, as
maintain body heat
neem) is very effective
they dry and remain warm
without her help for
under perches and for
under her feathers
the first six weeks of
filling cracks. Mites get
life. This is why
stuck in it and perish.
artificially raised chicks need a heat lamp.
Then I put in new bedding. The neem oil
But incubator-reared chicks do not benefit
and bedding will need replenishing every
from the teaching and reassurance that a
few weeks during spring and summer.
mother hen provides. They still have a lot
Untreated red mite may overwhelm
to learn, and nobody can teach them
chickens causing anaemia and even death.
better than their mother.
Parasites are likely to start bothering
As well as warming her brood, she
livestock, so examine coats if you see
protects them from predators and
mammals scratching, and look out for
aggressive flock members, teaches them
unusually soft or runny faeces that might
what is good to eat and what to avoid,
signify worms. Goat and sheep droppings
familiarises them with the territory, and
should be round and dry. The lush grass of
shows them where to forage. Behaviour
spring may make them softer and
researchers have demonstrated that the
clumpier, but anything looser should be
mother calls her chicks to nutritious food
examined. You can take a sample to the
and actively dissuades them from eating
vet for a faecal egg count (une
what she has learned is bad.
coproscopie). They will advise on
treatment. Lice (des mallophages) appear
At first, she sleeps with them in a nest,
as small orange flakes, fleas (des puces)
separate from the flock. It is a good idea to
leave black droppings, and mites (des
have a pen around the nest, with food,
poux) may only be apparent through the
water, perches and a dust bath, so they can
damage they leave to skin and fur. Some
go out in safety. After three or four weeks
external parasites respond well to
they will outgrow the pen and benefit from
diatomaceous earth (la terre de diatomée)
outings with mother, so that they learn
and ticks can be removed with an
where to seek safety.
inexpensive tool from the pharmacy (un
After six weeks, the chicks’ feathering will
tire-tique). Otherwise, you will need an
have developed sufficiently to maintain
appropriate product from the vet.
body heat and she feels they have learned
Careful attention to your animals at this
enough to cope on their own. The
time should bring you a healthy and
mothering hormones switch off and she
productive summer.
yearns to rejoin the flock. If you are lucky,

farm life
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astronomy

The

Night Sky
THIS TIME OF THE YEAR PROVIDES US WITH A PERFECT CHANCE TO
SEARCH FOR A NUMBER OF VERY PROMINENT CONSTELLATIONS

W

elcome to the April edition of 'The
Night Sky'. . Looking towards the
north, an upside down Ursa Major will be
found high overhead and pointing the way
to Polaris. With a clear view to your
northerly horizon you can find the bright
large 'W' of Cassiopeia. The most dramatic
star pattern in your southerly skies this
month will be that of the constellation of
Leo. It can be found due south with its
back-to-front question mark asterism
(also known as the Sickle) marking the
head and front leg of the Lion. April is host
to two Meteor showers and we can look
forward to a few close encounters between
the Moon, Mars, Saturn and Uranus.
A planisphere or app such as Stellarium
can be used to help search for
these constellations.
The Star of the Month: Regulus

known as the Lyrids, which is active
between the 14th and 28th. With a
maximum hourly rate of around 15, these
meteors are fairly fast. Unfortunately this
month the peak of activity will be during
the 22nd when the Moon is in a bright last
quarter phase, so observing conditions are
less than favourable. The Lyrid meteors
will all seem to radiate from the
constellation of Lyra, which can be located
to the east of Hercules. These meteors are
associated with Comet Thatcher. The
second and much stronger meteor shower
is that of the Aquariids. This shower is
active between the 19th and the 24th of
May. The Moon will be far less bright at
this time, and during the peak of this
shower on the 6th of May we can expect to
see up to 60 meteors per hour. While the
Aquariids are known as a southerly
shower, it is still possible to view these in a
pre-dawn sky (the further south you are,
the better). They can be very bright and
fast and are associated with Comet Halley.
Remember to go outside at least 30
minutes before you plan to catch a falling
star so that your eyes can become adjusted
to the dark sky.

Regulus, or Alpha Leonis, is the brightest
star in the constellation of Leo. Regulus,
which is also referred to as 'the Heart of
the Lion', sits near 'the ecliptic' - the
apparent path of the Moon and Planets so is one of a handful of stars which can be
covered (or occulted) by the Moon as it
journeys across the skies.
Observing Tip:
There will be a series of 20
Venus,
the
brightest
of
You can plan your
Lunar occultations starting
stargazing nights
on the 26th of July 2025
the three, will be rising
around the
and ending on December
together with Saturn
the 27th 2026. Regulus is a
different phases of
and Mars
the Moon. Some
white star which is 78 light
dates each month
years from Earth. It has an
are perfect for searching for galaxies,
apparent magnitude of 1.4 and is the 21st
brightest star in the night sky. Regulus has
nebulae and bright star clusters (also
known to astronomers as 'faint fuzzies').
a close encounter with the Moon every
To plan for this kind of search it is always
month although this occurs around
best to wait for the dark of the Moon. This
midday on the 12th April so will not be
visible. Regulus is 3.8 times the mass of
is the point in the month when the Moon
is not visible at all in the night sky, so the
the Sun, around 3 times as wide and 288
bright light from this, our natural satellite,
times brighter. As Regulus creeps higher
will not impede your view of the dark sky
in the sky throughout April, it is a
objects mentioned above. One of the
harbinger of the coming of Spring.
brightest of these 'faint fuzzies' you can
Meteor Shower for April:
search for in April is a bright globular
The Lyrids and The Aquariids
cluster known as M13 - or ‘The Great
During April we have the chance to
Globular’ - which can be found on the
observe two annual Meteor showers.
perimeter of the asterism known as the
Firstly, we have the very moderate shower
'Keystone' in Hercules. If you are using
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binoculars this object will resemble a fuzzy
patch of light and in a small telescope it
will resolve into numerous starry points
of light.
Observing Challenge:
The waxing Moon and Uranus
On the 3rd of the month, looking towards
the western horizon, it may be possible to
spot a beautiful conjunction of a thin
waxing crescent (2 day old) Moon sitting
just to the left of the planet Uranus. Wait
until the sun has set and the sky is dark
enough. From around 9pm onwards it will
be easy to spot the crescent Moon. Uranus
will be located around 0.6 degrees to the
north and a little to the right. Through
binoculars or a small telescope you may be
able to identify the planet. Good luck with
your challenge and do let us know on our
Facebook group 'Astronomy and
Astrophotography France' if you manage
to see this beautiful sight.
The Moon and Planets for April
New Moon:
on the 1st of the month at around 7.30am
1st Quarter Moon:
on the 9th at about 8am
Full Moon:
on the 16th just before 8pm
Last Quarter Moon:
on the 23rd at 12.56am
On the 5th of April, looking towards the
southeast we can search for three planets
close together on the horizon. Venus, the
brightest of the three, will be rising
together with Saturn and Mars from
around 7am onwards. You will need to
look for them before the Sun has risen and
begins to outshine everything. On the
evening of the 9th the first quarter Moon
will form a line in the sky with the two
colourful stars of Gemini - Castor and
Zodiacal light
Pollux. You will find the grouping at
around 9.30pm in the southwest. In the
early morning skies of the 19th and 20th it
will be possible to spot the Moon
journeying close to the stars Acrab,
Dschubba, Antares and Sabik. Antares is

astronomy

the lead star of the constellation Scorpius.
On the 27th, in the early morning at
around 5am, you could see a beautiful
group of planets and the Moon rising in
the east. From left to right, forming a
gently curving line across the sky will be
Jupiter, Venus, Mars and Saturn. The
Moon will be travelling across the sky just
below. Here's hoping for a clear,
crisp morning.

'The Big Bang'. We will begin to learn so
much more about the events which
occured around the time of birth of the
Universe when the James Webb Space
Telescope begins to return its first images
and data in June this year.
Space News and History

A little bit of Science - Fun Facts

On the 7th of April 2010 the joining of the
Space Station crew and the Space Shuttle,
STS-131 marked the first time when four
women were in space at the same time!

The Universe is thought to be around 13.7
billion years old. The birth of the Universe
is now known as 'The Big Bang'. The first
generation of stars are thought to have
appeared around 200 million years after

No earlier than the 15th of this month a
mission is planned to launch the Space-x
Crew 4 to the space station for a six
month mission aboard the
microgravity laboratory.
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home & specialist

� We supply and fit a range of
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Prices starting from 35€ ttc per month
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Contact Gayle and Sam on 05 17 36 15 32

home & specialist / getting connected
SATELLITE TV

STUART
WALLACE
THE FRENCH HOUSE

‘W

hat’s it like being fat and ugly?’ Mrs
W tenderly asked me recently. I
countered that two negatives make a
positive, so it was, in a funny sort of way, a
compliment I told her. ‘It wasn’t meant to
be’ she lovingly replied, unfortunately
adding a third negative which made me
realise a fourth was unlikely to follow.
Good times, eh readers? Are you keeping
well and partying like there’s no tomorrow
now the pass sanitaire thingy has been
pretty much revoked. It’s not like it could
all go wrong again, eh? Still, if it does, I’ll
be here (is that a positive or a negative?) to
guide you through the world of satellite
TV & internet. Really, there’s no need to
thank me.

Honestly, it really does bear repeating. If
you are having trouble with your satellite
receiver, unplug it from the mains, leave it
2 minutes and then start again. It’s
amazing how many times it’ll sort out the
problem. Or, try a factory reset. Problems
are often the result of an over-the-air
software update that the satellite box has
reacted badly to.
That’s all from me this month. Please feel
free to get in touch if you have any
questions. Have a good one.

Freesat is not the same as Freeview.
Right, done.

Chimney sweep
Certificates issued for every sweep
Over 10 years’ experience.
Depts. 16, 17, 79, 86
Registered Chambre de
Métiers et de l'Artisanat

Contact Nick on email:
nickthesweep@gmail.com
or T. 05 45 71 33 36

etcetera
Supporting
Local Business
Since 2006

Siret 81968203000013

●
●
●
●

I assume some of you encountered
problems with your Tooway satellite
internet service last month? For those that
are none the wiser, it was caused by a
cyber-attack which started on the day Mr
Putin decided he wanted Ukraine. The
idea was to interrupt local
communications but had the side effect of
affecting most of Europe. In reality,
Tooway is old news anyway. Increasingly
slow speeds as well. This is because all the
focus is on Neosat from Nordnet. They
now control all available satellite internet
bandwidth across France (note - this does
not apply to Elon Musk’s Starlink service,
which although seemingly the same thing,
isn’t really).
BigBlu, who many of you will be customers
of, are now under the control of Eutelsat
who just happen to operate the Neosat
satellite. This is why you’re likely
experiencing poor, if any, customer
service. It’s almost like they want you to
change. Consider it though; Neosat works
well and offers genuinely good speeds.
However, for the record, Neosat also
experienced problems from the cyber
attack. Nothing is perfect.
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Advertise Your
Business
For as little as 35€ ttc
www.etceteraonline.org

I offer free &
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Hedley Marsh
86150 Moussac sur Vienne
Tel: 05 49 48 35 49
Mobile: 06 45 74 25 36
Email: hedleymarsh@orange.fr

Siret: 51190455900024

I offer free &
friendly
advice
friendly
advice
pleasedon’t
don’t
sosoplease
hesitate
hesitate toto
contactme
me.
contact

Simple jobs
Complete renovations
New builds
Conformity checks
Emergency Call outs
Fully insured 10yr guarantee

getting connected
CHARLES HODENCQ
DAVID READ

Electricité Générale
French Electrician - fluent English Speaker
Based in Bellac - covering 87
& parts of 86,16 & 23

For all your electrical needs - safety
checks, re-wires, new builds, upgrades
and complete renovations
05 55 68 62 26 / 06 24 27 01 86
charleselec@gmail.com
Siret No: 503121279 00015

PETER AMOR
siret: 48002659000012

Kev Pope, the Computer Man

Domestic, Public & Industrial Work
Computer technician
French Speaking
Offers good free advice
87190 Magnac Laval
T: 05 55 68 08 13
M: 06 25 20 99 13

david.read@wanadoo.fr
Siret 490820859RM87

Homecall PC
PC repair on house calls
PC building on demand
We sell hardware & peripherals

ELECTRICIAN
PC repairs, upgrades, internet, home service

Tel: 05 49 91 85 54

French trained
Electrician

ESET SECURITY BROADBAND INSTALLATION
SOFTWARE RETAILER ASSISTANCE ON SITE
Year round maintenance • Contracts on request

T: 05 49 62 87 10
e-mail: kpcservice@wanadoo.fr
86460 Availles-Limouzine

Tel: 05 55 78 24 86
Email: contact@homecallpc.com
www.homecallpc.com

Siret no: 453 868 275 00034

OPEN MON TO SAT 9AM / 8PM

DO YOU USE

87150 Champagnac La Riviere

OR

FOR HEATING?

DO YOUR BILLS KEEP RISING?
HERE IS THE SOLUTION
THIS IS NOT A GIFT, IT IS INDIRECTLY PAID BY FUEL COMPANIES (IMPOSED BY
THE GOVERNMENT IN THE FORM OF GRANTS) BECAUSE THEIR ENERGY OPTION
IS DEEMED TO CONTRIBUTE NO ECONOMIC REDUCTION IN ENERGY RESOURCES.

ENGLISH
SPOKEN

Simply fill in the form below and return to us we’ll tell you if you’re eligible for a government grant
or call us 09 81 32 42 37 or email: contact@newwave-energies.com

Return form to: New Wave Energies, 51 Rue Descartes, 87000 Limoges

New Wave Energies • Siège social : 51, rue Descartes
87000 Limoges Tel : 0 981 324 237 • S.A.S.U. au capital
de 50 000 euros • N° de Siret 800 247 274 00035
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Bathrooms & En Suites /
Plasterboard and Plastering /
Water Mains & Drainage /
Heating Installation
Oil, Wood Stoves & Pellet Burners /
Servicing & Repairs

T: 05 45 89 38 02
E: simon.kershaw@wanadoo.fr

ANDREW LONGMAN

Siret 509 768 693 00012

siret 440 419 018 00013

PLUMBING REPAIRS
ALTERATIONS
INSTALLATIONS
OVER 30 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
FULLY INSURED
BASED IN DEPT 79 - WILL TRAVEL

T: 05 49 29 12 64 / M: 06 79 37 02 08
E: ak.longman@hotmail.co.uk

GARY MOORE

OIL

HEATING

GAS
SOLID FUEL
INSTALLATION
SERVICING

email: gary.moore@orange.fr
05 45 29 68 73 / 06 30 11 86 84

artisans
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REPAIRS

Siret: 491827705 00022

PARTENAIRE

artisans
ADRIAN AMOS
SPECIALIST CARPENTER/JOINER
BESPOKE JOINERY & RENOVATIONS
DOORS-SHUTTERS-STAIRS-FLOORINGKITCHENS
FULLY EQUIPPED WORKSHOP & 40 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE
LOTS OF SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR
REQUIREMENTS
REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

05 45 31 14 58 / 06 63 20 24 93
adrian.luke.amos@gmail.com
SIRET : 508 248 747 000 18

ARCHITECT
Siret. 500 835 189 000 16

John Hartie B.Arch. A.R.I.A.S, R.I.B.A
ORDRE des ARCHITECTES
no. 073326
Based in La Rochefoucauld
for over 12 years
14 Rue des Bans
16110 La Rochefoucauld
T: 05 45 91 73 90 / 06 81 90 18 87
Email: john.hartie@orange.fr
Eco-Buildings - New Build
Renovations - Barn Conversions
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artisans

Petits travaux du Batiment

Stuart F Park
Painter Decorator
Siret: 489 199 661 00013

Painting, Tiling, Wallpaper hanging
all types of decorating undertaken
Confolens 16 and area
25 years experience.

Contact 05.45.85.78.30 / 06.04.49.04.10
stuart.park@hotmail.fr

Siret:530 444 496 00018

05 45 91 26 61 / 06 56 79 25 58
WE NOW CONSTRUCT

TIMBER FRAME HOUSES
FROM YOUR PLANS, DESIGNS
OR IDEAS.
FROM SUPPLY & ERECTION TO
FULL TURN KEY SERVICE

All other aspects of building, joinery, dampproofing & timber treatment still available

BUILDING / MULTI SERVICE

Troy Davey

All aspects of building work undertaken:
� Renovations
� Barn Conversions
� Plasterboarding / Plastering
� Brick/Blockwork/Stonework/Repointing
� Tiling

05 55 60 47 78
06 10 49 49 57
troy.davey@orange.fr
siret: 49895173000015

Based 87330
References Available

Andrew Hadfield
05 55 60 72 98
07 81 53 71 91
dandahadfield@aol.com
siret: 53229047500013
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artisans

M C SCAFFOLDING
Siret: 80025145600011

Full English
Scaffolding Service
Safe, secure, adaptable. Meets all safety regs.
Covered by full public liability insurance.
Delivered, erected, and dismantled
Over 20 years’ experience. Free Quotes.

Kitchens & Bathrooms
Dry Lining - walls and ceilings
Tiling - walls and floors
Painting and decorating
Wood and Laminate flooring

Siret: 49411778100018

Depts 16, 87, part 24, 17, 79 & 86
Day: 07 85 44 26 66 / Eve: 05 45 66 49 87
martin.clare6@gmail.com

Fully insured with 10 year guarantee
Based in Dept 16 but will travel

Tel. 05 45 31 60 68 / 06 72 90 24 90
Email: aghearmon@gmail.com

One Builder

Tout Batiment

www.timhartley.fr
Lathus - Le Dorat - Bellac - La Souterraine
Dompierre-les-Églises - Saint-Léger-Magnazeix - Magnac-Laval

Registered in France 2001
05 55 60 86 62 / 06 71 78 94 34

Siret 434972303RM87
tim_hartley@hotmail.com

Steve’s property
maintenance
ALL TYPES OF ROOFING,
RENOVATIONS, CONVERSIONS,
PLASTERING, STUD WALLS,
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

FULLY INSURED

T. 05 55 50 52 02
E: lowe.steven@orange.fr
Siret 84223310800013

Support Local Business
we all need each other
etcetera 59
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Professional Building and Construction in France
~ Since 2006 ~
Please see our main advert on the back page for full details

�
�
�

New Builds
Approved Fosses Septiques
Driveways / Land clearance

�
�
�

Renovations
Foundations
Lake Conformity works

I’m free…. but I could be yours
Advertise Your Business

From just 35€ ttc per month

www.etceteraonline.org
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artisans

Fully registered and insured
Trading in France since 2007

Call Mark for a free quotation:
T: 05 55 44 71 44 / M: 06 78 60 96 16
mumford.toiture@gmail.com
Siret no. 493 159 412 00037

ROOFING SPECIALISTS
Insurance guarantee on all work. 15 years’ experience

CONTACT: PAUL CHARLESWORTH
T: 06 77 90 08 60 E: pmcbatiment@yahoo.fr
Based Saint-Junien. Covering Depts 87-16-24
Siret : 531 655 231 00 11

Roofing / Renovatio
Roofing / Renovations
ALL ASPECTS OF ROOFING /
RENDERING & POINTING
- Zinc / PVC guttering
- Anti-moss
- Insulation & Plaster boarding
- Interior / exterior renovations
For a free quotation please contact: Howard
(fully bilingual, living in France since 1990,
10 yr décennale Insurance)

Tel: 05.55.60.23.70 / 06.85.43.13.58
Email: rcc87@live.fr

Siret 489 815 258 00012

Depts: 87,86,16 & 23 Siret: 799 894 860 000 11

Sun Terraces
(traditional joinery),

Roofing,
Carpentry,
Stonework,
Renovations &
Restorations
30 yrs’ experience

Depts 16, 24, 87 Tel: 05 45 21 63 96
Email: wesley.halton@orange.fr
www.facebook.com/wezconstructions
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motors & removals
Walton Coachworks
87600 Vayres Nick Walton
MECHANICAL WORK ON ALL MAKES &
MODELS IRRESPECTIVE OF AGE

CARS MOTORCYCLES LIGHT TRUCKS

CHABANAIS WORKSHOP
Free courtesy cars - Valeting - Car storage with free
airport drop offs - Cambelts - Diagnostics - Welding
Electrics - Tow bars - Tyre-fitting/Punctures - A/C
CT Prep - Garden Tools & Chainsaws Sharpened
Email rmbservicesfrance@gmail.com
Tel. 06 01 59 60 75 Siret: 815 114 7720 0016

• Welding • Servicing • Diagnosis • Stereo & CD
installation • LHD lights & tow-bars fitted
• Wheel alignment • Replacement tyres & balancing
• Interior & exterior valeting

NEW

• Pre-Controle Technique check • Top quality tyres
(within 48 hrs) • Parts available same day or
in 24hrs - less common cars 3-day delivery
walton-coachworks@hotmail.com
Tel: 07 87 65 53 11 / 05 55 78 67 02

Typically 40% cheaper than French prices

Tyre fitting, inc balancing : 12€
Tracking/Alignment
: 35€
Car/Van servicing
: 75€ + parts
E: dixontyres@gmail.com
T: 0545 306707

siret 53821341400013

Depts 16, 86, 87 & 24
(Car & van servicing, Towbars & LHD lights)
Any make of Car or Van
Fully mobile service at your address

siret: 48252490700011

TRANSITION REMOVALS
Family run business based in France which prides itself on a personal professional service.
7 tonne truck to and from the UK and Europe, we also have a box trailer for larger loads.
Our highly experienced staff provide a door to door service with packing and dry secure storage
We are a professional furniture removal company NOT a man and a van.
Please call Phil and Jean Evans....

Phone (+33) 05 55 34 19 46 Mobile (+33) 06 80 75 87 14
Email p.evans@orange.fr Visit www.transitionremovals.net
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motors & removals
A Family Run Storage Firm in the Heart of the Limousin

Full and Part Loads
Relocations in France

Siret 502 021 660 00019

Packing & Storage Options

Tel: 05 49 07 24 85

Brexit-busting Super Low Prices!
Secure, dry, insulated storage
Established 2007

Now storing cars, caravans
and camping cars
Call Karen for a quote on

Franglais Deliveries

09 66 03 52 89
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Discover

SOUTHAMPTON

and the South of England from Limoges!

More information on www.britishairways.com

property

www.etceteraonline.org
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